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Gram! P Nichols came back
HER QUOTA
The New Mail
last week from a trip to
where he had to tak'-Contcacters
The caller at the Terkins houseGrand Ma Nichols to the
O
Mr. M, D. Romero and son hold chanced to ask
Gladys, who is
for her old home in Texas. On Armiuio J. Romero were
Louis Jones of Gliwood wa3
in in her
early teens and has just gone
Magdalena, New Mexico
his return he brought with him Magdalena a few days this week
Reserve visitor Sunday.
through her first season of extensive
who ciime to seek a att ndiug to matters concerning
"How
Mrs. Fred Lant who lives near Mr. Walker
Lake Valley.
home
in
the mail contract which they many presents did Sauta Claus bring
Spur
Glenwood was called to the bed
Messie L. M. Sifford. f: .yd have secured
you ?"
side of here mother Mrs. H. W.
J. R. Bruce, the new
Evans
and
Romero
will
Bros
The
establish
111
"Only seven," replied Gladys, alfar
Porter who has been quit
most mournfully, as she gave a look
school board for the ensuing year
line
between
'
daily
passenger
time.
some
have been sworn in and have Reserve and Magdalena at the at the stack of holiday things piled
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Porter whn
assumed their duties.
of their contract. on the table nearby.
beginniug
has been living near Aragon has
"Why, I thought these were all
his
Ben Lusk, who sold
place July 1. 1922.
moved to Reserve to spend
exclaimed the caller,
yours,"
i
sometime ago to John Hiscr,
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
to
go away
making arrangement
"They are,' but all the others
Walter Jones ana Jonn rortet oon but is not
where Department of the Interior U.S. Land
justsertain
Office at Laa Crucoa, New Mexico. Mry
the seven are just exchanges."
was in Town Sunday.
he will go.
9. 1922.
Milwaukee-Sentinel-The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County;
v, J. I. Davis is
Our Snnday School
noving Notice is hereby given that Eusei'itspending Sunday
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.,;
at .Mr. A. Kiehne ranch on thr iuTg nisely under the supervis- M. Aragrm! of Aragon, Ntw Mexi
DUKE WINS PRIZES
who, on March 26,1920 made HomeRted
tt
Nig-iion of MrS
.
Entry No. 019953 for WJ SWJ 5ee.tr, ' A sample of alfalfa exhibited by
On Friday. My 19th the duihIv SKi
Bill Wara u.Kwfar; w'l! kn wi
St. 22; N Kj, SEi Section 21
duke of Sutherland won a prize
of our srh ol nv t t Township 2 S. Ranee 19 W. N. M. P. the
ranchers of this section 01 ill. id
at the international grain and hnv
ho-fc
n
hna filed notice of intcnticn
grove
lnw at Chicago. He also capture.!
country is spending the week in the bci.v!
to make final three years Proof, tc
an award fur his sample of hard red X
Albuaneraue attending to bus celebrate the last
land
the
aliove
(),
with a dinner and enterainment
iness matters.
wheat, while the dueliess of
deseribeu
T. C. Trek, U. P.
in which Prof. Windsor pupils
Sutherland also won honors in thif
Commissioner, atReservur.,.,,- Mexico
Mr. and Mrs. John Koogler
did nicely, and all went away on the 12th day of July 1922.
All of these exhibits were
v'.CJit.
spent Friday and Saturday in
had
Claimant names as witnesses:
that
on the uule's irrigated farm
that
they
feeling
day
grown
Magdalena last week.
?
David Archuleta Salvador Archuleta at Brooks, Alberta.
W
been enjoyable one,
Frank Peralta Alberto Archuleta of iaa man,
-.
motion
and
his
Dewsimuera,
Mr.
Windsor
pierjr.B.
pupils
and
Pat Birming
J.
Porter
New Mexico, Nemecia Asearate advertisers, and the entire
organizaunder greal Aragon
labored
ham of the Tularosocountry was have
Register tion of .'!20,0()0 postal workers are to be
enlisted In this oonntry-wklin Reserve Wednesday attending difficulty during the term for
campaign
of Interest In postal Improvements.
lack of books and other equippro
to business.
School Questions
Your help Is vital. Address
let
ent but nevertheless, good work
We shall hold Teachers State ters plainly with pen or your
Miss Edna Wheeler is speeding
typewriter.
has been done and the puples Examination at Reserve, N. M, Give street address. Spell out name
the week in Reserve with Mr.
have
advanced, while Mr. Windsor on each of the three regular of State, don't Inabbreviate. Put your
return address
and Mrs. T. J. Porter.
the upper left hand
has been with us he has not only dotes JunelG-1Jane 30th July corner of envelope (not on the back)
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Orr ar abored effici
.ntly in school work 1st and the last date which is and always look at your letter before
dropping In the mail to see If it Is
spending Tuesday in Rescve this but has taking part in all social not definite as
yet Instead of properly addressed. This care In the
week.
activities, and goes- away with holdingaten days institute we use of the mails Is for your benefit and
Reserve, New Mexico
Ab Johnson of the Johnson the best wishes of all.
speeds up the dispatch and delivery
shall hold a five days Inspiratiof
mail
matter.
bai Jon was in town with his pack
Will add that before another onal meeting the week before
If you have any complaints of poor
train of mu'es to load back with year we hope to have a better schools open in September. We service
make them to your postmaster.
He has Instructions to Investigate them
supplies.
school house far our teacher and hope to have all the Catron-Countand report to the department.
Teachers in sttandanee
Pyert Hulse and Meral Creel pupils.
and shall try to have the best!
of the Gila country was in Moninstuctor possible for the work-Mr- .
day attending to business matters
COURTESY
The Industry show steady
John Joerns, State EducatB. L. Wise of Mule Creek who
ional Auditor will be in Reserve,
It sticks in human relations like
Revival
trayiels for the Represting
The
postage
stamps on letters.
24th
to
June
consider
our
school
Commonwealth Marble & Granite
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
We
should like to have
According to the report of budgets.
it to be used bv its nostmastera
C. was in Reserve Sunday
Davisof the depsftraent a representative from end: and tvnulovees in dealiticr with tha
secretary
Mrs.J. M. Hollaud is visiting of labor, business throughout the school district and the County public.
Help them in its use beginning
relatives and friends in mule country is showing improvement Commissioners meet with the
with
POSTAL
IMPROVEMENT
1Ty
't
Creek this week.
1022.
and employment ha3 had an County Board of Education on WEEK, May
increase, in the Eastern States, that date.
Detron Campbell.
ErfgHTeer Geo. F. Leslie from of fifty per cent in the past three
THANK YOU
Albuquerque, has just arrived in months. The report also shows
County School Supt.
"I can't always ask for what I want
Reserve, Monday where he is
but I let you know when I get
eveidnce of improver! irrhrtrial
work surveying on th" conditons in the west and south
what I want."
Reserve-Alm- a
road. he has brougThN report is based on the
What baby wants most of all is the
ht with him the following men employment conditions through-on- t
care of Mother, especially
loving
W. R. Stevens C. J. Larsen G.
the country.
is aided by the baby
when
Mother
9G. Cunningham W. J. Tempele-toAlthough we have felt the
necessities
can supply. Our
we
that
W. B. Cobb E. 0. Betts revival only slight degree the
Miles West of Reserve
Fully EqL?ppsd
of
entire
line
baby
goods is made
C. D. Lewis Geo McCarty Reg presant indications are that we
(pi Bagv
Good Location
of
Timber
of
of
manufacturthe
Plenty
products
up
U FOOD
Cooper.
are to soon to see. a vast change
have
ers
who
long recognized that
Mr. Leslie advised the writer in New Mexico and in Catron
Particulars
For
Address J. N. Harper, Reserve. N. M
the main object was to relocate county. People are beginning tu
the Saliz hill of the Glenwood be more optomistic, and in view
IflNh it
Reserve road, where he said the of tha fact that very few men
We have always used the utmost
road would be at a maxium grade in the' country arewithout jobs,
care in handling goods in this de61"$ per cent Curves not. iess it means that we are' going to
partment. Careful mothers can do nothing
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nursthen 200 ft. see a prosperous year providing
ing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
The work contemplated at this there
rainfall to
is adequate
1.
and those internal and external remedies
time will connect the southern mature the grass in the conntry.
GCGDYEAK.
CLINCHERS
lows associated with the care of the baby.
part of Catron county with its It can be very readily seen
considerab-el what
L
increased
County Seat.and is of
industry will
c
x
(a
n?
in the futher means to the cattle men. With
importance,
.
'i
development of the new county. everything else advancing in
"
I
4
YYi
rj
proportion, cattle' are going to
Commis
of
Board
The
County
bring a higher price this year.
sioners of Catron County, New This is going to be a big help to
Mexico, will meet June the fifth the cattlemen, neatlv all of which
'A
as Board equilization,
have been pinched hard in the
shall
Board
At this time the
past three years. We can not hope
1 t A. A
1
W A.'
t
hear and determine all appeals for the war prices for stock, but
of assements that may be brought what we want is a normal and
. 1
before them, as required by law steady market.
The farmer will profit also as
A. T. Chavez,
Civtss Rib TVear
All Weather Tread
he will not have to pay such high
fffrrlkl
County Clerk.
J
wages for help and the prices 6f
be high enough
will
his
Items
Lake
produce
Spur
Conspicuoua Examples
him out of the hole.
Benton Tracy has been having to bring
as
Goodyear TimValues
more
will
the
dollars
His
buy
a mild case of the"fiu" butis able
price of the manfactured product
to get around again.
becomes
cheaper.
is
Lake
busy
Eveiyone in Spur
We have been looking for better
oats
crops-moslPlus Our Service
Qualify
planting their
times for three years, we have
mean o
Economy;
and barley.
MAGDALENA
SOCORRO
to hopes and the
Messrs. Chas Hedrick, Jack been holding
Co
as
we
out
op- neiri
have
ories,
Ed
and
Wilbanks, Claude Evans
Fixtures
Steam Fitting
Plumbing.
tomiststothe last, and we can
Collans have been to Quemado to
Dealers in Everthing
into
near
look
the
future
now
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture
prove up on 'their land, and they
and see that thing3 are going to
say they believe they will go
come right.
without a hitch.
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THE RESERVE

FRENCH MOTOR CAB IS ARTISTIC
AND BECOMING POPULAR IN PARIS

Pe

t"

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

BETTER CARE OF

PIGS NECESSARY
Smaller Litters Are Reported
Many Parts and Crop Will
Be Below Normal.

In

SOWS WERE IMPROPERLY FED
Besides

Feedlna Sanitation Is Bla
Problem for Grower Young Animals Will Not Thrive If Permitted to Run Loose.

Prepared

by Information Service,
mate College, Amea.)

low

Small

litters of pigs are reported
In many parU this spring and Indications are that the pig crop will be
far below uormal. This will mean

A rather novel Idea on the style of the old London hansbni cab has been
eeen In Paris and Is becoming very popular owing to Its very handsome and
artistic style. The occupants can enjoy absolute freedom of view. The steering of the vehicle Is controlled from the top of the chauffeur's seat. Motor car
manufacturers In Farts are quite Interested In this first model, which is destined to change the design of Purls auto vehicles.
r
gine when the
fails, Jack
up the rear wheel, set the gear lever
In high and spin the rear wheel." Just
like thut . . .1 don't know this writer
chap, and I wish him no harm, but I'd
like to see him do the trick.
To turn an engine over against Its
own compression is not easily perOne "Human .Characteristic of formed, outside of the movies. Fellows like Charlie Chaplin nnd Jnck
Engines Is That They Assume Dempsey get away with It In the
movies but you and I have got to
the Airs of Arrogance.
try some other expedient more likely
to bring us in smelling distance of
something to eat.
INSTRUCTION BOOK IS HELP
In dealing with a mulish starting
mechanism one scheme, to my mind,
has never produced' serious results.
Many Ills May Be the Lot of a Self. And that Is to examine things in an
Starter and a Careful Examinaattempt to discover what Is wrong.
A battery terminal may be loose and
tion Should Be Made to
missing actuul contact, or a battery
Locate Source of Trouble.
terminal and wire may have become
This Is the age of push buttons. divorced.
Carbon dust worn off the brushes
Tou push a button when you want to
rut or drink. You push a button no of the starting motor may have caused
bigger than a dime and a sixty horse- a ground or short circuit between the
brush holders; dirt, oil, grease may
power engine rours Into action.
But have you ever noticed the look be where they will do the worst harm ;
chain may be broken,
of blank astonishment that registers the silent-drivon the face of a motorist who closes or the gear engaging the flywheel rim
his sedan door, lights his clgur and has failed to slip Into Its allotted
with an air of "let's go I" pushes the place; the starter switch may be out
magic button that doesn't niugic? Uus of order; the starter's wife and master,
the battery, may have gone wrong;
It ever happened to you?
Fortunately, however, the motorist Insulation may be cut or rubbed oft
whose
won't com- somewhere so that an excessive
mence merely llnds himself In the amount of current Is diverted Instead
same position us a uiun who hus of reaching the starting motor.
missed the lust train und then disIgnorant of Electricity.
covers lie can reach his destination
Many times I have been asked to
by "hoofing it."
look over a car to tlnd that the
One human characteristic of motor trouble was one of the
simplest. The
car engines is that they assume airs average driver knows nothing about
of aristocratic arrogance, writes B.
electricity, ns applied to the uutonioVV.
Cooke, president of the Coyne bile, and so is unable to tell when the
Trade and Engineering school, in un ignition una
starting systems are
All this leads us to the functioning
exchange.
properly. When some
Interesting observation that when a thing does happen he Is "out of luck."
starter the electric kind
attends The instruction book is a great help,
Btrictly to business, it Is a thing of and
It should be conscientiously
When It studied by the car owner.
beauty and a joy forever.
balks It Is everything frowned upon
We pay the piper for having danced
by the reformers.
through the season with a starting
Would Make Things Easy.
system to which we have given the
Most automotive writers are of a same amount of careful attention we
decidedly altruistic frame of mind and usually give the gas meter, which
anxious to muke things easy for the seems none at all, except to kick nbout
motorist. States one: "To start an en it when we come to pay the bills.
SELF-COMMENC-

ER

WON'T COMMENCE

e

AVOID MUCH TRAFFIC
ON AUTOMOBILE

TRIP

Census Shows Tuesday or
nesday as Best Days.

Wed-

Bureau of PubNo
Roads on One of Most Traveled
Highwaya in United Statei
Start Early in Morning.

Survey Made by

If you are going on an automobile
trip and want to avoid all possible

traffic you should go on Tuesday or
Such Is the conclusion
Wednesday.
reached from a study of a traffic census
taken recently by the bureau of pub-

lic roads, United States Department of
Agriculture, on one of the most traveled
roads In the United States.
If you
want to go at an hour when there will
be the least traffic, start between 2
and 3 o'clock In the morning.
Traffic increases In amount steadily
to Saturday, the
from Wednesday
census shows, and then jumps into big
volume on Sunday. The volume on
Sunday is about twice that on TuesOn Monday there
day or Wednesday.
la a decided drop from the Sunday
figures and on Tuesday the lowest
ebb Is reached.
There Is less traffic on the road be
tween 2 and 3 o'clock In the morning
than at any other time of day. From
8 o'clock to 5 there Is a slight increase ;
then a steady climb until 11. Between
11 o'clock and 1 there Is a slight drop,
and then nn Increase again until the
peak Is reached between 2 and 3. After 3 o'clock traffic drops slightly uutll
7 when the decrease becomes more
Iiy nildnlglit traffic has
pronounced.
fllcf reached its lowest point.
per cent of the day's traffic.
the census shows, roils over the road
between 7 a. m. and 9 p. m., and 52
per cent between 1 p. m. and 8 p. m.

BRACE HOLDS FENDERS RIGID
Device Illustrated Will Help Material-lto Reduce Objectionable
Rattling.

y

.

die In 60 per cent of the Cases be
fore they get their growth.
Movable Hog House Favored.
The farmer who has a large number of pigs can well afford to build
a movable hog house.
Such bouses,
designed by the Iowa experiment station at Ames, have been used for a
number of years and have proven
their worth.
Itecently requests for

TANLAC KEEPS HIM
FIT, SAYS McGRAW
Has Used It for Years With Splendid
Results Fine for Run Down
Condition.

"For four years Tanlnc has kept me
plans were received from Italy where In the pink of condition as I take a
some farmers had heard of the houses few doses of it
every time I feel a
nnd wanted to try them.
These little run down and It always builds
are
houses
Inexpensive,
easily kept me up again," said Wm. A. McGraw,
clean and can be pulled from one 207 Beach
Place, Tampa, Fla.
Held to another.
They can be turned
"I begun taking Taniac first about
so that sunlight la allowed to enter four
years ago when I was in a very
and are arranged so that plenty of bad
state of health and had been run
ventilation Is provided for. The fea- down for several
years. 1 was always
ture of the house Is the manner In
too, but I believe
which sunlight Is allowed to enter taking laxatives,
they did me more harm thun good.
through the top.
"Tnnlac made me feel like a brand
The movable hog house is also eas new man In a
very short time and I
ily disinfected at any time and If
have never had a return of any of my
several are used the hogs and pigs old
troubles. The reason of this I am
can be transferred from one to an
firmly convinced Is that I always have
other while cleaning Is being done.
Taniac handy and take a few doses
Rotation of hog pastures prevents
every time I feel a bit under the
Infestations by parasites, such as Lweather."
worms which get Into the soli and
Taniac Is sold by all good druggists.
affect the entire herd.
WINDBREAKS PROVE POPULAR
Undertaking Meeting With Favor In
Minnesota Conifers and Deciduous Trees Planted.

Fish Stories.
Representative Merrick was talking
In Oklahoma City about a fish speculator who had made millions during
the wnr.
"It's a good flsh story," he said,
"and flsh stories are popular. In fact,
they've been a popular ever since the
days of Jonah.
"In the days of Jonah the flsh swal
lowed the prophet and the people
swallowed the story, but nowadays the
people swallow the flsh and somebody
also swallows the profit."

Your Skin is So Fragrant
and Smooth
This favorite Toilet Soap of three
generations of lovely women is
pure like the rain water you use
in caring for your complexion.
Mall this for free trial cake of

COLGATE'S
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
Luxurious

Lasting

Rcfintd

The planting of windbreaks, which
fv
i
was started in Minnesota as an extenColgate & Co., Dept. W. U.
194 Fulton St., New York City
sion project In
with the
Pleaee tend me free temple of Colgate's
state forest department, has proven, in
Cathmcre Bouquet Soap, fragrant and pure.
a little over a year, to be a very popuNome
lar undertaking wherever It has been
Street or R.D.
taken up. Demonstrations of windSun
Clrj
breaks have been established under
the direction of forestry experts, and
n AIQV Tl V I'll I CDPLACED ANYWHERE
trees have been furnished by the forWHY DRUGGISTS RECOMMEND UHlOl I L I IMLLLn ATTRACTS AND KILLS
ALL, FLIES.
Neat,
est experiment station at Cloquet. Incheap. Laate
SWAMP-ROOspections have been made by a repreall aeaaon. Made of
T
metal, ean't apill or
sentative of the forestry department.
tip over; will not eoll
The Number of Pigs Saved Will Pay In 14 counties 72 demonstrations of
or injure anything--.
Guaranteed
effective.
For many years druggists have watched
for This House in a Single Year windbreaks have been given. This
Sold by denlera. or
6 by EXPilESS,
and You Have the Building Left
work has been done through 1020 and with much interest the remarkable record
prepaid. $1.26. maintained by Dr. Kilmer's
BAUOLU SUMMa, ISO IX 1U11 An., Brooklyn, N. 1.
In some counties plans are
that better care of the surviving pigs 1021, and
the great kidney, liver and bladder medi
will be necessary If the nation's supcine.
HONEY & TAR
It is a physician's prescription.
ply of animals Is kept anywhere near
GOOD FOR BAD COUGHS
Swamp-Rois
a
strengthening medi 65c at torei; 75c by mail. Add rest
the average.
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and blad- New York Drug Concern, New York
The reason for the shortage of pigs
do
work
der
the
intended they
nature
Is explained by the fact that, due to
should do.
lbs. Chewing, $1.80;
Momrapun Tobacco 5
the etieapness of corn the past winlbs. smoking, 11.65; SU lbs. choice
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years, 6
$2.76.
All prepaid. Satisfaction guaranter, It was fed In large amounts to
It is sold by all druggists on its merit teed. Farmers' Association, Dukedom, Tenn.
brood sows, while tankage, or protein
and it should help you. No other kidney
balancer for the ration, was comparamedicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
tively high priced and was not given
You May Have Them All
to the animals In large amounts. As
treatment at once.
if
wish
to
test this Complete body building course for all those
6rst
a result many of the sows are farHowever,
you
these qualities.
Do you want to
great preparation send ten cents to Dr. lacking; them?
rowing pigs Hint are weak.
Write today for leaflet.
I
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a regain
believe I can help you.
Sanitation Most Important
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
B.
C.
SINGER
In order to keep those pigs success
mention this paper. Advertisement
8453 8o. Eighteenth Ht.
Omaha, Neb.
fully farrowed, proper feeding Is not
the only problem of the farmer. Lack
Tough.
Watson B. Coleman,
Lawyer, Waahlngton
of sanitation carries off more pigs
Two negroes were lying behind a PATENTS TlPatent
n ArtwiAaanil
h..,W
Bates reasonable. Blgheal reference- Beataorrlcw!
than does Improper feeding. Dr. K.
on
case
the
docks
nt
Brest
St?$
packing
W. Stouder, veterinarian
of
out
the
labor
at Iowa
the
taking
alleged
State college, has found that where
labor battalion. Said one boastfully:
comes
Ah
a
pigs are allowed to live "anywhere'
f'um tough breed.
"Boy,
they will often develop Into runts
Jly ole man done cut his nails wlf
with bull nose and snuffles nnd soon
a nx an brash his teef wlf a file."
die due to unknown diseases. A
"Huh, nln't so tough. Mnh ole man
streak of wet weather will start pigs
Windbreak for an Orchard.
nm a plumber, an' twice a week he
colng
where already made for 1922 and 1923
backward, especlnlly
done sliuve hlsself wif a blow torch."
plant'
they are allowed muddy quarters. ings. A year's preparation of the soli American Legion Weekly.
Soon infections break out In their Is
required before the windbreak Is
Envelope Valued at $12,50'0.
gums or Jaws nnd faces become dis set out. Both conifers and deciduous
Cuticura Soothes Baby Rashes
August Lutteken of Denver, one of
torted and "bull nose" Is the result, trees are included.
That itch and burn, by hot baths the largest stamp collectors In the
When the Infection causes the cutting
of Cuticura Soap followed by gentle world, has an envelope mailed la 185!)
on" of the wind by pressing on the nostrils "snuffles" results. Often this TOOLS AND MACHINERY RUST anointings of Cuticura Ointment. which Is valued at $12,500.
There are no postage stamps on the
Nothing better, purer, sweeter, espeinfection gets down into the stomach
It bears only what were
and Intestines and death Is not far Beat Plan to Prevent Depreciation Is clnlly if a little of the fragrant Cuti- envelope.
cura Talcum Is dusted on at the fin- known a3 postmasters' stamps, requirLiberal Use of Paint and
away.
ish. 25c each. Advertisement.
Grease In Spring.
Often a pig, although the sow Is
ing payments of 5 cents overseas postage and the collection of another 5
furnishing plenty of good milk, be"
cents postage from the addressee on
Having a Heart.
comes thin nnd scrawny and soon
Many farm tools nnd machines rust
"Ought we not to treat the flapper delivery. No street address lippenrs
dies. Although mnny names have and rot out rather than wear out.
humorously?"
because such letters could be received
been given this disease, Doctor Stoud- The best way to prevent this deprecia
"I don't know," replied Miss Cay only by calling In person at the
er says that it Is the result of "filth tion, which, unllko wear, goes on both
The practice was discontinued
Infection." The germs which cause winter and summer If the tools are enne. "There are circumstances unthe trouble are frequent in old manure exposed, Is to use pnlnt and grease to der which It seems cruel to laugh."
about the time of the Civil war and
piles and wallows where bacteria save the cost of new tools or parts
specimens have become so rare that
Some men's wishbone
is where Lutteken asserts the one he holds is,
thrive.
A little pnlnt on
In the spring.
In his belief, the only one extant.
Experiments with pigs show that wooden parts prevents warping, check their backbone ought to be.
where the pigs are allowed to run on ing, and rotting; oil on wearing surnnd
We live
learn. But sometimes
:;ood blue grass pasture the majority faces of cultivator, mowing machine,
I'ay day conies pretty often for the
we live faster than we learn.
of the litter survive, while pigs con- or binder, und common axle grease
mini who works for the devil.
fined to yards where they have to smeared on the bright parts of plows,
run through mud nnd under sheds will cut winter depreciation !u two.
'

Swamp-Roo-
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A great deal of the noise set up by
light automobiles Is the result of rat- CHEAP SEED MOST EXPENSIVE
tling fenders, which, even at moderate
speed, make a horn so much excess boor Strain of Alaska Peas Sown In
The drawing shows a fender
weight.
Maryland and Delaware Resulted
brace that not only holds the fenders
In Loss.
rigid but forms a convenient support
It pays to know the parentage and
of seed. In 1020 some 1,700
quality
Hreii oo
acres of a poor strain of Alaska peas
were sown in Maryland and Delaware,
resulting In loss to the canners as this
strain when canned became dark and
of course was not of much value for
the market. Cheap seed is often most
LeRoy Cndy, associate horexpensive.
I
III
ftBCTIO
or
V
cur
ticulturist, University Farm, St. Paul.
W
.wuMim, I

Is Guilty of Arson.
It has been said that the man who
burns weeds and grass In his field
rather than plow them under as
humus Is guilty la the first degree
of arson. One real dirt farmer said :
"Suspect there's a bit o' laziness In
that man, too."

Vegetable Matter Needed.
soli must have plenty of
vegetable matter so It will retain
moisture and be mellow, so the roots
of the plants may feet plant food for
Garden

growth.

'

Time to Kill Weeds.
The best time to kill weeds is when
they first show through the ground. It
Is easier to kill a thousand then than
Braces for Front and Rear Fenders of one big tough fellow.
And they all
Light Automobiles Help to Reduce soon get to be big tough ones if not
the Objectionable Noise of Rattling tended to early.
Sheet Iron.
Guard Against Frost.
for the license plate. A piece pf
If snap beans or other tender
steel rod Is thread
ore threatened by frost, cover
ed, for several inches, on each end the plants lightly with soil until the
and attached, through holes cut In danger is
yt)t
the fenders, by means of nuts, washers, nnd pipe wedges, which are
Alphabetical Retort
screwed up tight against both sides of
After several complaints had been
the fenders, as shown In the drawing.
to
him, the vicar of a certain
Similar braces may be fitted to the made
the sketch, came to an
rear fenders.
Small metal
clips, church, says
opinion that his old sexton was neg
formed from
or
sheet metal and held to- lecting certain duties.
The sexton, who was not wanting
gether with stove bolts, ore used for
clamping the license plate to the In wit, strenuously denied the clinrge,
and said that he was "not goin' to
brace. Popular Mechanics Magazine.
Btand no meddlln' with his affairs."
'But John," argued the vicar, "it be
f wat 'Em.
hooves everybody to mind his 'p's' und
In
motor vehicles and
"Road hogs"
'qV "
"Jay wnlkers" on highways are the
"Everybody except me," retorted the
two worst enemies of automobillng.

Good Teams Appreciated.
Good teams are never more appreciated than In cultivation when the
ground Is packed and sweeps are wanted on cultivators. Feed the teams and
make them pay for their feed.

Soil for Sudan Grass.
Sudan grass does best on good corn
soil.

t
when

WARNING!

-

Say "Bayer"
you buy Aspirin.
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, youuare
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Colds
Rheumatism
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia:
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago

vege-sibl-

h

Doesn't Increase Acidity.
There Is no truth In the belief that
acid phosphute Increases soil acidity.
refusing to bo concerned,
"I've enough to do to mind my keys
and pews." Youth's Companion.
old man,

Enamel Used as Cement.
Bath enamel has been used successfully In mending crockery or china.
The pieces are Joined carefully after
the enamel Is applied and any excess
enamel that exudes is not rubbed or
wiped off for fear of disturbing the
Joint. The mended article Is then left
two or three weeks to harden,, when
the excess enamel Is rubbed off.

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxes
AJDldn la the trad

of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
mark of Barer Uannfactnre of HonoacetleicUater
at Sallcyllcacld

THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE.
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tired of being dressed up all dny and
just selling things. I've had to be

The Age of

Julia

11

hliltVKIO Mdircd If
won mention till
imiier wlicn writing
firms lrlow.
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the trimming counter
touched her beautifully waved hair
with a polished finger tip, then she
tilted the tiny mirror so that she
could see her wistful brown eyes and
hunt out a suspected line near her
mouth. Suddenly she closed the vaniDIAMONDS AND WATCHHS.
ty case with a little snap and regarded
JI.WiOl.ltY CO.
enamel beauty with
Mfff. and Ktpalrlnjr.
All orders promptly Its gold and pink
cold disfavor.
ttenriVd to. Eat. 87I). Uth & Champa.
"That," she said bitterly, "would
WINDSOU, lMtli A J.nrlmor. Rooms 750 have bought a whole set of aluminum
up. Special ratoa to permanent guesta. cooking utensils."
"What are you talking about?"
panted stout Mrs. Cadge, buyer for
the corset department. "Cooking utensils are of no use to you In your
room at the boarding house, and
believe me, Julia, at your age, you
should be glad to have such fine prosComplete department for handling pect as marrying Herbert Lindsay
Nout of town cleaning and dyeing I suppose It will be soon "
"How long have we been engaged?"
The Model Cleaners and Dyers
demanded Julie.
Miss Marsh of

IIOHM-AI.I.KI- V

1

DYEING

elght-by-te- n

of Clothing

1317

BROADWAY,

DENVER,

COLO.

"I don't know a few years"
"Ten !" Interrupted Julia.

"That's better than nothing
Commercial Inquiries answered and
information Kindly furnished without
cost. Address any firm nlove,
Another Levee Breaks In Louisiana.
New Orleans.
Probubly 5,000 home0
less refugees will be added to the
already made homeless or otherwise affected by the floods as a result of the break In the levee neni
Hamburg,' La., according to Ited Cros
The break Increased the toworkers.
tal area flooded to more thnn 55,000
square miles In Louisiana and MissisThousands of acres of sugar
sippi.
cane have been flooded.
00,-00-

plenty

of girls here In Spinnakers would be
glad of your chance."
"I suppose so," murmured Julia as
they returned to their respective de-

partments.
Mr. Herbert Lindsay, who had sold
men's clothing for 20 years In the
front of the big store, gloomed at the
handsome sapphire pin he was thrusting Into his scarf. "If I had all the
"
money that Julia invested in
he thought, "I could have built
w. model
chicken bouse and the runs
scarf-pins,-

Slayer of Two Men Sentenced.
Durango, Colo. Found guilty ol
murder in the first degree for the killing of William Kelley and Sam Gray,
two taxi drivers of Gallup, N. M.,
Steve F. Kntonka has been sentenced
to death by hanging at Aztec, Friday,
June 10. The defendant received the
sentence calmly. Mrs. Alice Katonkn.
his reputed wife, Is now being tried
for the same offense, the grand Jury
having returned an Indictment against
her, charging first degree murder.

III

s
America will possess
of the world's gold supply.
The treasury recently listed the gold
assets of the country at $3,140,409,000.
Of this stupendous sum only $280,165,-O0represents gold coin, the rest being
Net imports of gold since
bullion.
1914 total $1,827,000,000. Considerable
gold is coming from Scandinavian
countries and from France.

fore

three-fourth-

Doomed Prisoner Operated Upon,
N. Y. Itutger
Warden,
Ossinlng,

convicted of slaying Henry Werner at
Ilion, N. Y., was recently taken from
the Sing Sing death house and opera-ateon for acute appendicitis.
Prison
physicians announce that the operation was a success and that Warden
probably will have recovered fully by
the time he Is scheduled to pay the
death penalty.
d

Texas Cyclone Causes Property Loss.
Robstown, Texas. Twenty persons
were Injured, two probably fatally,
and property loss of about $500,000
was suffered when a cyclone struck
Aguadulce, sixteen miles west of here,
and swept southwestward to Bishop
fifteen miles south of Robstown. The
twister cut a path two to five miles
wide and sixteen miles in length.
Reclamation Office Remains in Denvei
The United States reclama
Denver.
tion offices will remain In Denver,
to a dhspntch received from
United States Senator Samuel D
Nicholson from Washington. "If then
Is any change It will come after th
passage of the McNary bill," the sen
tor declared, "and will be In the dl
rectlon of strengthening the Denvei
office, rather than weakening It. You
may rest assured of that." Western
business men had flooded Washington
with telegrams of protest against tin
removal.

"What Are You Talking About?"

fowl" he sighed and turned
to sell a suit of clothes to a
sunburned customer who ran a small
stationery and fancy goods store In a
country
village.
Lindsay had sold
Peters clothes for 20 years, and they
knew each other well,
"How's the clothing business?"
asked Peters as he pulled out a big
roll of money
"About the same as usual ; and how's
the store coming along and the
chickens?" asked Herbert eagerly.
"All right; but I'm selling out."
"Selling out? Why?"
to California my wife's
"Moving
folks have gone there and they say
it's great and she's anxious to go so
if you hear of anyone who wants to
buy the house and chickens and store
It brings in as much as you can earn
here, young man!" he boasted.
The "young man" of forty smiled
"Tell me all about It," he
grimly.
suggested.
for

200

away

That evening he took Julia Marsh
out to dinner and asked her what she
wanted for a Christmas present. Julia
glanced at' him from tired eyes. "I
don't dare tell you, Herbert," she said
bluntly.
"Cost a lot?" he asked.
She shrugged. "Do I look old, Herbertmuch older, to you?" she asked.
"You always look just the same to
me," he said gallantly, "the prettiest
girl In Spinnakers."
"Not now. Ten years ago when we
became engaged.
Haven't the years
gone, though?" Her cheeks were pink
now.
"Ten years we never thought we
had enough to take one of those apartments In the Larrida, but next year
of course you wouldn't want to go anywhere else, Julia." He looked at her
doubtfully, and she saw with a pang
that his hair was threaded with grny,
there were fine lines about his eyes
they were both drying up In the long
dally grind under the artificial lights

Delays Accepting New Post.
Washington. Major General Wood
governor general of the Philippines,
cabled Secretary Weeks to request thi
University of Pennsylvania to extend
until next January the time he shall
take his place as provost of the Institution. The work he has undertaken
In the Philippines, the general said,
ould not be completed by Sept. 1
without leaving vital features of tin at
Spinnakers.
reorganization uncompleted.
"The Larrida?" she repeated.
"I
don't want to go there, now."
in Mexico.
"There's a new one going up
Mining Revive
maid service, valet serMexico City. A great boom in the
silver and copper mining Industries in vice" he said drearily.
"I don't want maid service
Mexico Is expected. Tills expectation
or anything like that,
:
is base upon two developments
Herbert. Don't you understand, Her1 The rise in the price of silver.
bert?" she was near to teurs and he
of the
2 Exhaustion
ras glad that their table was partly
concealed behind a screen of palms.
copper.
Duran"A a hotel, thenT" he ventured desSilver mines in the states of
go, Guanajuato, Zacatecas and Hidal- perately.
"I want to do my own housego, which were paralyzed by price depression, are being prepared for re- work," she said distinctly. "Of course
sumption on a big scale.
jrou are horrified, and disgusted, and
sour Ideals are shattered, but I am
Wood

war-tim-
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"Yes," murmured Delia, a trace of
complacency In her voice, "I've been

bedridden for twelve yeurs."
The guest, wife of the new doctor
In the little village, looked puzzled.
"But whut Is your trouble?" she asked,
glancing around the speckless, sunny
room with Its flowering plants, each
pot dressed In shiny white paper and
tied with ribbon.
Delia essayed a feeble smile. "I'm
a great sufferer," she acknowledged,
"but I have learned to.be patient I
bear my cross and " she looked up
at the clock that had evidently been
brought In from the parlor, a gay affair under a glass cover, and with an
impatient gesture struck smartly the
bell beside her "Ruth does not mean
to be neglectful," she said with an
air of patience, "but "
A girl of thirty years of age hurried
into the room, apprehension on her
face.
"Nothing wrong, Delia?" she

cried.
"Of course It doesn't make any difference, but it's time for my warm
n
milk," murmured Delia quite weakly.
"Excitement makes me faint and I
never like to dwell on my past "
Ruth plnkened and glanced meaningly at the guest. "Won't you come
FAVORITE nut with me while I get her milk?" she
JET IS AN OLD-TIM- E
said.
"She will perhups nap a bit
now."
Julius Caesar Alludes to the AbundJane Morrow, a queer look in her
ance of Mineral in Britobservant eyes, followed the girl. Ruth
ain.
was tall und very thin. She looked as
been such a
No one knows when Jet first came though her youth had
It had been willInto use. It has been used since be- depressed affair that
and that she had
fore historic times and was common ingly relinquished
the borders of girlin the bronze age, from which times slipped beyond
hood almost thankful that so much of
have come jet beads, buttons, rings,
life had been traversed. The room beornaments.
Julius
other
armlets and
yond was at the north of the house
of
to
Caesar alludes
the abundance
and was very barely furnished. None
ore
Jet In Britain, and jet ornaments
of the pleasant little luxuries so much
found with Roman relics in them. The In evidence in
the invalid's room were
monks used Jet for rosary beads at visible here.
WhlS-ne-

Whitby abbey (England) and at
where It was found in the greatest
It occurs in Irregular
abundance.
masses in hard shale known as Jet
rock. Often microscopic examination
discloses coniferous wood in the composition of Jet. It is probable that Jet
was developed when masses of wood
drifted down the river, rotted or beand sank out at
came
sea, becoming gradually burled in a
deposit of the mud, which hardened
eventually into shale. Sometimes drops
of bitumen are found in Jet cavities,
which seems to more or less contlrin
the suspicion of Its wood origin.
d

Great Charity Day In England.
Throughout all England
is a great public charity day,
and baskets of food are given to the
poor. Curiously exact and careful records of these benefactions have been
kept. The kings took care to have the
number of beggars served each year
and the precise extent of the charity
bestowed set down in detail.
It was the custom to have as many
beggars come to the palace as the
sovereign was years old. When their
feet had been washed the king gave
each a gift of money and meat and
clothes.
Before the royal hands so much as
touched the towels, however, the
plebeian feet were well scrubbed by
the yeomen of the laundry, perfumed,
and turned over to the subalmoner,
who had charge of the gifts, and by
The third pair
him scrubbed again.
of hands that went through the display of humility were those of the
monarch himself.
Maundy-Thursd-

0
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dressed up every day for years and
years and I want a chance to have a
little house of my own, and wear cotton house dresses, and go to the butcher's and grocer's, and have some chickens, and belong to the Ladies' Aid society and go to church every Sunday,
and wash every Monday morning and
Iron Tuesday and never eut In a
boarding house or restaurant again.
So If you want to give me anything
for Christmas Just let me pick it out
I don't want a silver mesh bag, or a
bracelet or anything like that just a
whole lot of kitchen utensils "
Herbert put his hand on hers as the
waiter hovered over them. "Will you
have nesselrode pudding?" he asked.
"Plain Ice cream the plainest kind?
they have," she Insisted as If intending to throw away even the suggestion
of luxury.
And when they were alone Herbert
put his hand on hers again and told
her about the man, Peters, who wanted
to sell his little shop anJ home.
"Ah, why didn't you buj it, Herbert?" she exclaimed.
"I did," he said calmly, "and I
thought, say in March, when the frost
is out of the ground, we might be married and go there."
"Hurry," urged Julia, "for we are
not growing any younger and I want
to get home and look at that catalogue
of kitchen things once more."
"And I," said Herbert, doomed to be
a small-towshopkeeper, and happy
as a schoolboy for this cherished ambition, "must make out a list of garden seeds."

water-logge-

$3,140,409,000 Gold In U. S. Treasury.
Wnsnlngton If the world keeps on
piling up gold In the United States at
the present rate It will not be long be-
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WOMAN'S TRIAL
Proof That Lydia L Pinkuam's
Vegetable Compound is of Great
Help at This Period

"I have taken
Metropolis, Illinois.
clumsy In her housework. The stove began to smoke and the tray of food she Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
and it is an n
prepared so eagerly did not at all IIIIIIIIHIIillil pound
claims to be and has
please the Invalid.
benefited me won"I can't drink that tea. It boiled.
derfully. I had been
I never have my steak fried, Ruth
eick for eight months
broils it," she complained.
with a trouble whica
confined me to my
"Oh, well, you oughtn't to eat much
bed and was only
lying in bed. Ruth will be laid up for
able to be up part of
a few weeks, I guess," said Mrs. Morthe time, when I was
row plucldly. "Guess her ankle Is
advised by a friend,
twisted. Good thing it Is the lust day
Mrs. Smith, to try
of school before Chrlstmns. She won't
Lvdia E. Pinkham's
lose any money. I'll send old Mrs.
Vegetable Com
"
Barnes In to look after you
pound and Liver mis. i was so mucn
"I won't have her," Delia fairly benefited by the use of these medicinesin
that 1 was able to be up and about
screamed. "She isn't neat and no one two
weeks. I was at the Change of Life
understands my ways as "
when I began taking the medicines and
"You might as well be patient. Of I
passed over that time without any
course you can't hire any one like trouble. Now I am bale and hearty, do
Ruth. She Is frightfully sorry, but the all my housework , washing, ironing,
doctor won't let her step on her foot. scrubbing, and cooking, all there iB to do
two or
If you could get abeut and wait on her about a nouse, and can walk
too tired. I
she might be moved home." Mrs. Mor- three miles without getting
know of several of my neighbors who
row filled the stove and coals dropped have been
helped by your medicines. "
nnd rolled over the clean rag carpet. Mrs. Emma Culver, 705 E. 7th St.,
Without noticing this she hurried out Metropolis, Illinois.
to the kitchen nnd left the buck door
Depend upon Lydia E. Pinkham'sVeg-etabl- e
Compound. Nervousness, irritaopen so that a dog ran in. "My, but
It's a lovely day," she beamed, re- bility, beat flashes, headache and dizziness, are relieved by this splendid medturning nnd picking up the uitouched icine.
tray. "I'll run In this evening and
put In some more coal for you." She
lunged against the foot of the bed,
disarranging the coverings, and went
out, slamming doors behind her.
Delia lay staring after her. She was
distinctly hungry, Ruth would have
coaxed her Into eating. Ruth would bs
gone for weeks.
In New York City alone from kidThe dog scratched at the back door
ney trouble last year. Don't allow
and mnnaged to push It open and he
to become a victim by
rushed in bringing an icy blast of yourself
neglecting
pains and aches. Guard
wind and considerable snow.
trouble by taking
this
against
An hour later snw Delia with her
bronchitis of years' standing quite forgotten. She was attending to the
household affairs competently when
Ed stopped In after supper.
"I don't know why you and Ruth
don't get married," remarked the Invalid. "I am feeling all right again, The world's standard remedy for kidney,
but," her black eyes snapped, "no liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland's National Remedy since 1698.
thanks to that silly Mrs. Morrow, goAll druggists, three sizes.
beout
not
nnd
ing
fastening the door
Look
for the turn Gold Medal on STery bos
hind her."
and Accept no imiUitioa
Ruth never knew of the kindly conspiracy that resulted In her release
from a wholly imaglnnry duty, but
Mrs. Morrow often fancied that she
detected a grim amusement In Delia's
eyes when they met hers.
"Yes," Delia would relate. "I bore
my affliction and when It wns lifted
from me I arose and walked."

uMu
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"Your sister tires very easily," remarked Mrs. Morrow.
Ruth, beating up eggs In a glass
of rich milk, nodded. "Yes, she likes
to talk about her symptoms, but If
any one asks her questions she gets
impatient. It Is very hard on her.
She has no one but mo."
"Then," said Mrs. Morrow with a
keen glance at the weiiry face, "you
have no one but her. Why don't you
pity yourself?"
Ruth looked amused. "I have nothI am very
ing to be pitied for.
strong. It worries me to have to
leave Delia while I go to teach, hut
the schoolhouse Is very near, half a
IN
LILAC
LOVED
ALL AGES
block, and still" her eyes filled with
dread- - "I am always afraid of fire.
fieaurtT
Flower's History Is Older
I'm sure I could get back here in two Spring
in Every Jar
I've
China
timed
Than
That
of
myself, but"
Belongs
minutes,
Freckles PosItivelyRemoved
"No reason why she couldn't step
to Olive.
by Dr. Berry freckle Ointment, giving beautiful
by mail 65c; lend for
complexion. Your druRgtst or
out of bed, is there? Anything wrong
Berry Co., 2975 Michigan An Chicago
free booklet. Or.
with her feet? Lame?"
The lilac blooms again. It is a very
"No," said Ruth, rather surprised respeetablo flower In the matter of
at the newcomer's bluntness, "but the age. It belongs to the undent family
exposure would probably kill her. of the olive and it wns blooming In
School Is only live dnys a week, China before Confucius lived, In Perthough, so Saturday and Sunday I sia ages before Cyrus and Cambyses
am free to look after her properly."
did anything to attract attention, and
"Who takes care of her when you in Afghanistan and Belooclilstan long
are out with the young people?" asked before those names were known outSotp 25c, Ointment 25 and SOc, Talcum 25c.
the doctor's wife.
side Asia.
, "I wouldn't lenve her just for pleasThere was once a dispute whether
She Is Considered Talkative.
ure. You see, I know ail her ways and the name "lilac" was an Arabic, PerA Northeast matron Is considered
no one else can please her. Why, If
sian, Sanscrit or Chinese word, nnd it
Her chatter usually Is
there is even a tiny speck of dust on wns a dispute which was not settled talkative.
and entertaining nnd her good
her floor she detects It."
to the satisfaction of ail disputants, bright
friends only laugh at her loquacious"I'd better have doctor stop In and but no matter.
ness. Others, not such good friends,
see her. I've no doubt he'll get her
No big flowering plant, not exceptsometimes complain they can't "get a
up In no time," began Mrs. Morrow
ing the sweet shrub, the snowball,
word In edgewise," when she is the
briskly, but there was a call from the bridal wreath and
hollyhock, held a company.
Two friends called Sunday,
front room.
fonder place In grandma's garden thnn
were met at the door by Kmier,
"Git rid of that womun," commandThey
the lilac, observes the New York Sun. nine years old. ITe admitted them,
ed the Invalid, her black eyes snapIt was common In the gardens of then went to the stairs and called:
ping. "How con I rest with such a
in the Sixteenth century and
"Mother, come down. There's someclatter? Don't let her send her hus- Europe
to the North American
one here wants to hear you talk."
band. I don't want strange eyes on the Pilgrims
some
over
colonies
brought
plants and Kansas City Stnr.
me."
countless millions of lilac bushes have
Thoughtfully the doctor's wife con- descended from
these colonial plants.
tinued her round of calls. She heard
In the old times we did not call it SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
a good deal about Delia's wonderful
ALLEN'S
sprinkle In the
"
but the
the
and In And
FOOT-E- A
HE, the antiseptic, healing pnw-dpatience and sweetness under her af- Merrie
for Painful,
Peot.
Swollen, Smarting
was
It
the
culled
England
pipe
devobut
of Ruth's tireless
fliction,
It
blisters and sore spots and takes
In theprevent?
stlns; out of corns and bunions. Always
tion no one had much to say; thnt tree, blue pipe and pipe privet.
In
new
use
to break
shoes
stems of the lilac bush is and Allen's FnotKaae
Is, no one snw anything unusual In It the woody
enjoy the bllns of feet without as)
save Ed Black, who had told Mrs. a pith which is easily bored out, leav- ache. Advertisement.
ing the stem a "pipe," and perhaps
Morrow about the years of. waiting.
A Second Chance.
He had bought and furnished a cottage on some occasions these may have been
"Do I understand you to say that
for Ruth, who had planned to take used as a stem for a tobacco pipe. The
set
lilac is of the genus called "syringa" you will sell this $70 dinlng-rooithe Invalid with them after their maris a Greek word meaning pipe on the Installment plan for only $500
riage and they had Intended to sell nnd that
down and $3 a week?"
the cottnge belonging to the sisters so or tube.
"That's the offer."
that Delia could have the money for
Red Flag Symbel of Revolution.
"Why, man, by the time It wos paid
herself, that she might never feel In
anIt Is probable that even the
for It would lie old nnd worn out."
the slightest degree dependent. When
"Yes, I know. Hut then you could
the invalid was Informed of the plans, cients were aware of the fact that
however, she grew greatly excited and red Is visible at a greuter distance sell It for a genuine antique!" Judge.
tlinn any other color, for history says
went Into hysterics. She refused abred flag was the Roman symsolutely to leave her home or to allow that the
bol of war, and that every call to arms
Ed Black to make one of the family.
wns attended by the wearing of a
She seemed horrified at ltuth's selfishness in contemplating murriage. strip of cloth of this color. Thus, for
She said she could not last more than example, those who demanded the de(TV
a year at most and surely Ruth struction of Cartilage continually carcould put off her marriage that long. ried bits of red with them, displayiNDIOESTW
-ing them upon every occasion, and In"And all that happened," reflected
g
'a'Mrs. Morrow, "nine years ago. Ruth sisting that Itome should not rest unBell-an- s
6
were
her
of
enemy
was twenty-onyears old then. Now til the ramparts
Hot water
riv-j-- 2
she's thirty and old Delia Is good for stained witli the same bloody color.
It remained for the French revBut
looks
She
healthier.
twenty years yet.
The next day Ruth was obliged to olutionists to adopt the red ling as
ELL-AN- S
take one of her pipils home. The child their symbol of bloodshed and total
lived two miles out In the country abolition of recognized authority, a de254; and 75$ Packages. Everywhere
and Ed Black, who oddly enough hap- cision which has been followed ever
those who conspire against
pened to drop in to speak to her, since by
offered to drive them out. Ruth sent law and order.
one of the girls with a message to
I
Efforts to Explain.
Kastoroa Color and
Delia and, with an unwonted feeling
Beauty to Gray and Faded Hatrl
"A speech should be a ringing adof relief from the duties of school,
Sf'lrUtmz fTicm. Ktal,aU;b..tuf.W, T,
stepped Into Ed's enr and they sped vocacy of some Important principle."
"It can always be that," replied Sen- HINDERCORNS
down the snowy road.
Iohm. el., stop til pain. uum comfort to
ator Sorghum. "Every now and then feet,
The little girl who had complained
make walking
r. 18 by mall or
ZntUf
UlaeoxCrwmloai
Works. Patolwtli
of Some childish aliment, was left a speech Is bound to impress your public as merely an apology for the way
ivlth her mther. who smiled rather
W. N. Ua. DENVER, NO.
wystei iouslj at Ed Black. Mrs. Mor you are going to vote."
C H,

.

Cuticura Soap
Imparts

The Velvet Touch

h

"lay-lock- "

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

72

e

'

Parkers
hair balsam

e

A Weather Man.
M. P.'s Son Father, is it true that
mere are tvu Miues iu every queauuur
M. P. Yes, my boy ; and the successful politician Is he who can foresee
which side Is going to have the most
rotes. London Answers.

The doctor's wife seemed strangely

1

CHANGE OF LIFE

8

Socrates Boosts Music.
The Greeks were wise in regard to
the educative vulue of music. Socrates, for example, takes high ground In
saying that music Is a gift of the gods
to men and women and was never Intended, "as the many foolishly and
suppose," merely to give
an idls pleasure. He also traces most
suggestively the connection between
license In music and auurchy in the
state.
Musical training is a more potent
instrument thnn any other, because
rhythm and harmony find their way
Into the inward places of the soul,
on which they mightily fasten, imparting grace and making the soul
of him who is rightly educuted graceful. While he praises it into Ids soul,
and becomes noble and good, he will
Justly blame und hute the bad.
Bite of Gila Monster.
Authorities dilter us to the deadll-nes- s
of the bite of the Gila monster,
says Natural History, but no really
authentic case of human death from
this source bus been forthcoming. The
poison Is fata i, but It sevnis tbut the
animal is unprovided with means of
ejecting it; the glands are in the under side of the mouth, Imperfectly
connected with the teeth, and, us Dr.
Leo Loeb points out, liquids won't
One Gila monster was
flow uphill.
adopted as a playfellow by a
girl, and never offered to bite
her; another, after being safely
handled by a museum attendant for a
year, indicted the worst bite on record,
but the nmu recovered.. The poison
seems geuerully to be wiped oil before
It can enter the wound.

row was there, and asked Ruth to
stay, but she was anxious to get back
to attend to Delia. As they left the
yard Ed called the girl's attention
to a flock of birds going south and in
some manner his clutch on tiie wheel
swerved and the car tipped over.
Ruth, shaken and frightened, was
helped Into the house and Mi's. Morrow, promising to look after Delia,
went back with Ed.

j
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LATE

DOINGS

FOR-

DISPATCHES

AND HAPPENINGS THAT
OF THE AGE.

(Western Newspaper Union New Berries.)

WESTERN
The Jury In the trial of Arthur C.
for the murder of J. Belton
Kennedy, waH discharged by Judge
Sidney N. lleeve at Los Angeles after
reporting It was Impossible to agree
upon a verdict. Jurors said that the
final ballot was 7 to 5 for acquittal.
The east end of Riverside county,
Calif., consisting of about 40,000 acres
of fiue farm lands, was flooded recently as a result of a break in the levee
of the Colorado river at Hauser Bend,
a short distance from Ripley. The
town of Ripley was said to be under
four feet of water.
Charles K. Slefken, 42, a special
agent for a life insurance company, Is
dead from bullet wounds Inflicted
when he went to the assistance of his
son, Robert, while the hitter was being held up by a bandit at an oil filling station In Omaha. The son was
badly wounded by the bandit, who esRurch

caped.

Establishment

of union stockyards
In os Angeles with a full complement
of packing houses and
plants bus heen assured through the
purchase by a group of Chicago men
of 217 acres of land in the southeastern part of the city, according to a
story the Los Angeles Times published
recently.
hero of the
Itodolpli
Valentino,
screen, is free under .$10,000 bond, facing trial on a charge of bigamy as a
result of his romantic marriage In
Mexico to Winifred lladnut, daughter
of a wealthy New York perfumer, wit
on t awaiting the formality of a final
decree of divorce from Jean Acker, his
first wile.
Fred A. Knox, rancher, was instantly killed in a roundup staged at
(runt's Push, Ore. Knox was engaged
In catching a horse, which had thrown
Its rider. His own horse became unmanageable and ran beneath a large
oak tree with low branches, two of
which hit Knox In the head, killing
him instantly.
Frank 1. Kelsey of New Harmony,
Utah, is under arrest at St. (Jeorge,
charged with nttemptlng to kill the
family of Francis Prince. lie appeared
before Justice Kllis J. Ticket of Suit
Lake City and was bound over to the
District Court on n $0,000 bond. He Is
alleged to have caused poison to he
placed in a can of coffee. The members of the family tasted the coffee,
but did not drink sufficiently thereof
to cause death.
li-

gov-

ernment to foiiftall tendencies toward
rising price's of bituminous coal at the
mines, it was said nt the White House.
It is stated Secretary of Commerce
Hoover has the Investigation and action In charge.
T. W, Norcross, chief engineer ot
Ihc Tailed Slates forest service of the
Washington department, advises Lew
Iston, Idaho, that $175,000 has been appropriated for the construction of the
Lewis and Clark highway between
Lewislon, Idaho, and Missoula, Mont.
President Harding was asked la a
memorial presented to him recently by
Thomas V. Flaherty, secretary of the
National Federation of Postoffice
Clerks to assist in obtaining a "proper
r
observance" of the postal
law, Mr. Flaherty said that many
clerks In Hie large postoflices were
working ten hours daily.
The McKellar resolution directing
OH Inquiry into the causes ot Increasing prices of gasoline would be broadened so thnt the Senate Investigating
committee could employ attorneys and
summon witnesses nnd records under
a substitute resolution Introduced by
Senator La Follette," Republican, Wisconsin, chairman of the manufactures
committee, which will have charge of
the Inquiry.
Postmaster appointments in Georgia
started a hot exchange In the Senate
recently between Senator Watson,
Democrat, of Georgia, and Senator
Phipps of Colorado, a Republican
member of the postoffice committee,
with the result that business was disrupted for several minutes, after which
the two senators took their controversy
Into the corridor, with the Georgia
eenntor offering personal combat.
Acceptance by the government of
Henry Ford's offer for development of
the Muscle Shoals projects was recommended to members of the Senate agricultural committee in conference In
Washington by Thomas A. Edison, who
recently surveyed the Alabama prop-lie- s
in company with the Detroit manufacturer.
An army of 140,000 men with an average officer strength for next year of
approximately 12,5.10 has been agreed
upon Thy 'the Senate appropriation subcommittee which has charge of the
measure.
eight-hou-

A million of specie being shipped to
India was lost in the sinking of the,
liner Egypt near Brest.
The Polish diet has enacted a law
requiring an annual vacation of two
weeks with pay for all Industrial
workers.
The eight-mont- h
pact
was adopted unnnlmously at a plenary
subcommlssion
meeting of the polltlcul
of the Genoa conference. The pact was
not signed., hut was adopted in the form
of a resolution each state pledging Itself to respect It.
The council of the League of Nations refused to take up the Russian
problem and referred to the Genoa
conference the Norwegian govern-

ment's request for an Immediate
quiry by the league Into the general
situation In Russia and the effect of
the famine on economic reconstruction In Europe.
Austen
Chamberlain, government
spokesman, denied in the House of
Commons that France Is preparing to
extend her military occupation of GerIndirect threats had been
many.
made by France to take over additional German territory unless the
Germans accepted the new demands
of the Interallied) reparations commisIn-

MARK THE PROGRESS

WASHINGTON
Steps are being tnken by the
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LADY ASTOR ASKS

Southwest
From

All

News
FOR HELP OF U. S.

Over

-

Union

Nswi

Lint
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Frank Newman, tried in the Federal
Court at Roswell on the charge of having liquor in his possession, was lound
not guilty In the court recently.
News was received at Douglas that
X. C. Matthews, government superintendent of construction, was injured'
in a fall In Cincinnati and may die
from Injuries. He Is a former Douglas
man.
Two Mexican bandits who held up
a Mexican agent of the Singer Machine
Company and robbed him of 200 pesos,
were captured and executed near
Son., south of Douglas, according to word received at Nogales recently. Col. Manuel Agulrre of the
Sonera state rangers, effected their
capture, said the message, and had the
pair hanged to a tree In a public highway.
As a result of the special election
held at Aztec, N. M., one of the most
modern school buildings In the northern part of the state is soon to be
erected. There was practically no opposition to the bond issue and the
plans for the new building are already
being worked out. A feature of the
structure will be a swimming pool and
nn auditorium which will seat 500

URGES AID FOR EUROPE
APPEAL MADE FOR AMERICA
BE THE GOOD 8AMARITAN
TO EUROPE.
(Western

Newspaper

TO

Union News Senlet.)

New York.

Tso-Lln'- s

Tso-Li-

Mad

on Cap

With Undulating Fulln
Flowing Sleeves Smart

Sertles.)

Lady Nancy Astor, In a
farewell speech before returning to her
Job In the House of Commons from a
visit of six weeks In her native land,
pleaded for America to be the Good
Samaritan to suffering Europe and not
stand by unconcerned. She repeated
her appeal for the United States to enter either the League of Nations or a
sion by May 31.
In thick sen fog off the coast of
league with similar alms for peace.
the British ship Egypt of the
Nearly 2,000 men and women heard her
address delivered at a dinner given In
Peninsular & Orient line was rammed
her honor. Lord Astor also made a
and sunk by the French cargo steamer
short talk. Before she was Introduced,
Seine and nearly a hundred persons
drowned.
The accident is one of the
speeches were made by John W. Davis,
former ambassador to the court of St.
worst thnt
has happened on the
James and Miss Alice Robertson,
French coast since the war. An offifrom Oklahoma, whose pocial revised estimate of the casualties
litical place in America is comparable
put the dead at ninety-eighto that of Lady Astor in Englnnd.
Peking,
Chang
campaign people,
to obtain control of the north China
Jean M. Reap, 03, shot and killed
Selecting "political education" aa
Is regarded as definitely crushed with John Halter, 25, foreman of a Tucson
her topic, Lady Astor said that while
the retreat of the main body of the shoe repair shop conducted by Reap's America consistently had suffered
Mnnchurian army north of the Great wife. The shooting ocucrred on the from politicians and political crooks,
Wall. The Manchurian forces, headed ninin street In fall view of passing we have managed that no party has
by General Cluing, are presumably on theater crowds. Halter died Instantever dared nominate or bring forward
General Wu de- ly. Reap was arrested and placed In any man but an honest man as Presithe way to Mukden.
left
now
is
clared that Chang
the city Jail Immediately following the dent."
to his own devices, nnd whether he shooting, offering no resistance to th
"They haven't all been Sir Galahads
wnuid eslablish the independence of arresting officers anil making the
or
George Washingtons or Abraham
China proper was a problem to be statement, "I am glad I did It."
Llncolns," she added, "but they hav
solved later.
Suit to restrain County Treasurer all beeo like Caesar's wife, above sus
The American Memorial hospital far Vernon S. Wright from paying a
picion. That we may recall with
and
women
of
the
children, the gift,
warrant drawn to the order of A. pride."
dedchildren of the United States, was
P. Hurler us a member of the enterThen she remarked that people were
icated at Rheims by Myron T. Ilerrick, tainment committee for the
recent so
apt to feel Indifferent about local
the American ambassador, in the preswas
roads
convention at Phoenix,
good
"that so long as the taxes
politics,
ence of a distinguished gathering. The filed in
Superior Court at Phoenix by
too high and the local 'bosses'
lmspiial will be built with a fund of County Attorney Shepherd. The latter don't go
don't get too rich, we shrug our shoul$.'S(I0,000 and will have a permanent encontends there is no legal basis for the ders and
go on."
dowment of $000,000, now in the hands
appropriation of public funds for such
of the committee. The fund was raised a
"If we are content only to have out
us entertaining convention
purpose
Presidents fine and to have less fln
throughout the United States, and hundelegates.
local politicians we are making It hard
dreds of beds were offered by individbulYV. C. Frazier is dead with four
for a Ptesident to do fine things," six
uals, clubs, schools and organizations.
let boles in bis body, and George C. said.
GENERAL
Ilerrill, a former soldier, is in Jail
"Gang terrorism" was held respon- in connection with the killing, which
Blame Officer for Escape of Slayers.
sible by Chicago police for an outbreak occurred near Clovis, N. M., recently.
Denver. Serious charges against
of Incendiarism in Chicago recently in According to the story Herrlll is said
to buve told the sheriff, the two men Police Sergeant Matt Deering, night
which three fires caused $250,000 damwere riding together In tin nutomobltti. sergeant In charge of the East Den
ages.
A thousand convicts braved death when a discussion arose over domestic ver substation, are expected to develop
nnd acquitted themselves like men affairs. Ilerrill was nttucked with in the police investigation of the mur
der of Mrs. Eliza E. Lewis, who was
when the levee broke iit the prison brass knuckles, according to the sherfound bound, gagged, tortured and
farm at Angola, twenty miles from the iff, whereupon be fired four shots
Frazier's body. Herrlll, who sur- gasping out her last breath a few minstate cnpltnl at I'.aton Rouge, La. They
who rendered to the sheriff immediately, utes after telephone operators heard
displayed the bravery of men
have never been called upon to wear had to he treated by a physician for her agonizing screams over the telephone wires. Chief Williams said evithe slripes of shame or serve time In la's injuries.
dence seems to lay blame for the es
payment of their debts to society.
Representations to the Mexican
cape of the slayers on Sergeant Deer
4
n
more
on
on
than
a
of
3,000
attack
the
parcargo
May
Carrying
ing because of failure to get men to
rare specimens of African jungle deni- ty of Methodist missionaries ut
scene Immediately after he was nothe
has
Miss
Elizaarrived
In
Castle
Dromore
which
zens, the
Durango,
from headquarters.
tified
oddof
seriOne
New
York.
was
the
in port at
beth Stieeieiv nn American,
est creatures aboard was a thorn-taile- ously injured, have been made by the
lizard, u survival of prehis- American consul at Durango City, acCaptain Drops Dead In Procession.
toric periods. When angry this crea- cording to information
received by
Richmond, Va. During the opening
mass
of
a
ture becomes
bony spikes, church officials. Details of the attack
here
of the Virginia historical pageant,
the
when
was
nnd be
highly Indignant
on Miss Slreeter and party have been
depicting the state's founding and de
ship arrived.
to Mexico City authorities
forwarded
velopment, Capt. James Pollard, com
Leconey, star field and track nthlete and the American
embassy In a sworn, mander of the Richmond howitzers,
of Lafayette College, Pennsylvania,
C.
slnts'inent made by Rev. Einlgdio
dropped dead from his horse, in one
broke the intercollegiate record for the
of the Durango circuit
of the procession, and about the
part
dash In a dual field and track Santos, pastor
of the Methodist Episcopal church, some time Gov. E. Lee Trlnkle's mount
meet wilh the Annapolis midshipmen
South. Miss Streeter, whose home is became frightened by the firing of a
at Annapolis, which was won by the in Meridian, Miss.,
Is in n serious concannon and ran away. Six members of
latter by a score of 77l.fi to 1S points. dition at
City, suffering from the naval training band of Hampton
Durango
in
distance
the
Leconey negotiated
a broken hip sustained in t lie attack Roads were run down
by the gov
of a second
0
seconds,
by the mob, according to advices reernor's horse and Injured, one serious
which
than
record,
former
the
better
ceived recently.
ly. Mr. Trinkle was not hurt.
stood at 0
Plans for the big hospital which Is
A new record paid for a seat on the
soon to lie put Into operation In DomAttack on Daugherty Continues.
New York curb market was paid reN. M., by the Holy Cross AssociaII.
Hirsliorn
pur- ing,
Renewing his attack
Washington.
cently when Joseph
tion will soon be
by Trost
chased a membership of William V. & Trost of El Pasocompleted
on Attorney General Daugherty in the
Is
and
to
it
hoped
for $7,000. The
Ueardon, deceased,
Senate, Senator Caraway, Democrat,
begin work nt an early date. The presprevious record was $0,800.
ent buildings will be repaired and put Arkansas, placed In the Congressional
t
Earl E. Gordon, 2ii years old,
Record alleged copies of two more
s
in
shape.
to show that Mr.
of Miami, Okln., must stand
The board of regents of the Normal letters purporting
trial on charges of murder for the
Daugherty was active and directly Ina
at
in
held
Las
University,
meeting
shooting to death of Beckham Cobb, Vegas recently, made a contract with terested In obtaining the release from
Ala. This was the
21!, Birmingham,
the Atlanta penitentiary of Churles W.
decision after Gordon had been given Jonathan II. Wagner, the president of Morse, thes hlpbullder.
The letters,
to
the
remain
executive
the
school,
a preliminary bearing.
Senator Caraway said, showed that
head
the
of
Institution
for
three
won
the
years. Mr.
Bootli Tai kington again has
Daugherty was engaged as counPulitzer prize of $1,000 for the Amer- Mr. Wagner lias been president of the sel in the case because he had the con
for
one
Normal
year. His successful fidence of former President Taft
ican novel best presenting the "wholehas met the approval of the
some atmosphere of American life and work
In the face of serious handiof American board.
Hie highest standards
Bulgarian Rebels in Power.
Columbia
cap caused by the fire of Feb. 2, the
manners nnd manhood,"
and
board
the
of
Vienna.
The
regents
president
announced
Conflicting reports nan
recently.
University
novel was "Alice Ad- kept the school running with unimreached here of a Bulgarian revolu
paired efficiency, and Indications are tion. Dispatches from Belgrade say
ams."
that the summer school session, which that King Boris has fled to Varna and
Arthur Dawson, official portrait will
June 5, will be the largest that Premier Stomhoulisky, who repStates
of
Ihc
United
military in begin
painter
the history of the institution. All resents the peasants and agrarians,
ha
that
"announced
academy, recently
the members of the board were preshas, with his followers, proclaimed a
had discovered at Wasldngton and Lee ent.
They lire Dr. David R. Boyd, Al- republic. A state of civil war, It il
University at Lexington, Vn., nn origJose D. Sena, Santa Fe; further reported, exists, and fifteen ol
inal painting of George Wasldngton buquerque;
John Morrow, Raton;
John D. W. General Wrangle's officers have been
by Gilbert Stuart. The painting Is- esVeeder, and Miss Rumalda Delgado, expelled.
Other advices report comtimated by nrt experts to be worth Las
Vegas.
;
parative quiet.
from $7.",000 to $100,000.
Stefuno Pedrazlnl, one of the ownGen. Gregorie Semenoff, formo ata- ers of the Pedra
mines, the richest
Ship Rammed by Submarine.
man of be Cossacks, has been ordered group of silver and gold mines in the
Los Angeles, Calif. The new steam
released from arrest nt New York by world, Is In
Agua Prletu, having ar- schooner Virginia Olson was rammed
the appellate division of the Supreme rived on this continent from
Europe, by the navy submarine H-- in a dense
decision
of
the
reversed
which
Court,
where he has been for many years. He
off the breakwater outside the harSupreme Court Justice Delehanty. recently paid a visit to the mines, fog
bor here, and, racing at full speed with
Semenoff was arrested on a civil war- which are In
near
Chlspas,
Arlspe, and a hole In the bow, sank Just after
rant obtained by the Youroveta Home said that a force
of 150 men is now at reaching the E. K. Wood dock In the
and Foreign Trade Company, a New work at the property.
Only a few
Frank Johnson report
York bankrupt concern, which charged cars of ore a week are sent to El Paso harbor. Capt.
ed that the submarine proceeded on Its
him with seizing supplies owned by for
smelting, but each carload Is so tray seaward after the collision, and he
the company in Siberia. The higher rich that
of the value
Aid not know whether It was damaged
court directed that $10 nnd costs bt Tor the labor and all overhead pays
exor not. The Virginia Olson was
on
now
out
Is
$2.",000
He
awnrded.
penses of the mine.
from Portland, Ore,
ball.
Fin-iste-

Costume.

e

Three-Pieo-

I leave leu Garments,

WANTS U. 8. TO JOIN

CHARMING WHITE CREPE

Jacket Added, Suit Is Stamped

WOMAN MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT

and Arizona
Newspaper

BLOUSE AND SUIT
as

New Mexico
(Western

NEW MEXICO

n

That there Is a relationship between
the suit, Is not denied,
costume, so
though the three-piec- e
tailed, doesn't always mean a costume
at three pieces. K a dress has an accompanying Jacket, then the fact that
the dress Is a combination of bodice
and skirt, the addition of a Jacket Immediately stamps It as a three-piec-e
costume. In this respect there Is a
great diversity, and even though the
frock is more often worn than the
blouse and skirt, the direct suggestion
of the blouse Is there.
Then, too, the variety of fabrics In
which the three-piec- e
garments are
ihown, tweeds being generally favored,
provides the blouse with "more worlds
e
suit of
to conquer."
A
black kasa cloth, for Instance, with Its
frock sleeves of romalne or marocaln
crepe in royal blue, readily suggests
the sort of a blouse to go with a simply skirted model.
The sleeveless frocks of tweed are
excellent for the tailored type of
blouse, while suits of cordlne trlco-tln- e
or twill, with their varied embroideries of black satin or grosgrain
ribbon sometimes touched with tinsel
thread floss motifs, wooden or steel
bead effects, suggest to the woman
who is to wear It, Just the type of
Mouse perhaps similarly trimmed to
costume t.
combine In a three-piec(he blouse and

e

so

Just as there are sleeveless frocks,
there are sleeveless Jackets. These

Jackets are made on cape lines, with
undulating fullness at the lower edge,
and here the flowing sleeves add to
the smartness of the ensemble.
This feature Indirectly marks the
entrance of flowing sleeves to things
fundamentally tailored as well as es--

0

AN

AFTERNOON

DRESS

7

h

In-bon-

d

fan-lik-

sentlally dressy and has Us Influence
on blouses to accompany the sleeveless Jacket not entirely severe In lino.
costumes show InThe three-piec- e
teresting recognition of the importance of the sleeve portion of tha
dress or blouse beneath, and many of
Jacket sleeves
the
this length intentionally, and
widened to show the puff of the
blouses of the peasant styles
worn underneath. The use of black and
white as a color note is a feature of tha
new spring modes, and the piece costumes show an interesting recognition
of the Importance of the sleeve portion
of the dress or blouse.
Another suit development which has
recently found favor Is the knlcker
But this requires a different
type.
blouse from the models suggested by
the tailored suits, the simple tuck-ishirt being an appropriate compleseven-eight-

long-slee-

DRESS

HAND-PAINTE- D

Decoration Graces Some of the Organ,
die Frocks; French Method
Assures Fast Colors.
A new feature of some of the organdie dresses is the
Instead of embroidery,
decoration.
bouquets are adroitly
Jolly little
painted on the fabric here and there,
and they say that the French method of painting assures absolutely fast
colors, no matter how nuliy times
the garment Is washed. Very tiny
people are going to wear wide skirt
hems this year in fact, the garments
almost seem to be all hem. No really
fashionable baby will tolerate a hem
narrower than four Inches, and that
seems to be about the minimum. The
exception, of course, is In the butand embroidered frocks,
tonholed
some of the prettiest ones showing
scalloped edges done In hand embroidery, to match floral wreaths or
nosegays on the dress Itself.
hand-painte- d

d

first-clas-

square-shape-

WEAR

l,

one-tent-

Of whit crepe knit with Its brilliant!
stripe of dandelion yellow, this win-- ;
some frock li a weloom
style for tho
season.
The feature of the outfit are
sleeves. The'
the long,
smart little chapeau Is of taffeta with
e
an upturned brim of
pleating
and a decoration pin on either side.

ment.

in-l- o

100-yar- d

"

three-piec-

This afternoon dress of brilliant
is of gay faille orepe with under-sliof salmon crepe shown In slit
on right side of dress which is em.
broldered In salmon crystal beads
the long puffed sleeve lined with salmon crepe all the way down the
shoulder Is attractive.
n

p

Tan Underwear.
very new. Women ore wild over
It. It is a more delicate shade than
the heavies father used to wear. It
Is made of georgette or of some of the
ootf.atrlned washnble satins. Wisteria
or Mary blue ribbons are used,w.tth It,
and sometimes ecru lace.

It

Is

VEILS ARE OF CHIFFON AND LACE
Covering for Face and Shoulders Keeps
Hair In Place and 8kln From

Roughing.

of tone
lovelier,

there could

be

nothing

THE TWISTED VELVET GIRDLE

Wound round the head and shoulders Accessory One of the Newest
Things
are the new veils made of chiffon and
Seen on French Import; Velvet
lace.
Is Cut Into Strips.
Every line, every fold, every film
Bbout them Is picturesque something
This is the newest thing seen on a
to add charm to the set of the head French Import, and how many gowns
a I .... tut
tha
.... nf
- . face. And. . for could be freshened by Just such a
"
UUU tha
a
touch!
spring days there is nothing like
wrnnnlne veil to keep the hair in place. The colors of red velvet are cut Into
This
from
face
roughening.
the
and
strips and then they are twisted tolittle practical hint goes along with gether until the
tne
mat
ot
veil
the becoming quality
makes a sort of colorful rope grading
Is chosen to suit your face and to from one shade of red to the other.
look
its best,
make It
This was worn with a black lace frock;
A veil of openwork net Is edged with and at one side It was tied Into a large
a side band of chiffon, and both of and thick knot, from which velvet fell
thesn are tinted a creamy shade of heavily all the way to the bottom of
tan. Turned back over the brim of the the skirt.
Then the velvet roping was repeated
hat, a veil of this general character
gives a softness ol outline that Is when It was used to strap over the
flntterlne to' every girl. You may have shoulders and to hold the straight
prejudices against the undue burden black lace bodice In place.
One can think of many ways In
of a wrapping veil, Dut try it jusi
nnra and see how your thoughts will which to elaborate this idea. You
change their ways almost without your could use all sorts of combinations of
colors or of shades of the same color.
perception.
Another veil is a chiffon veil, made
Voiles for Children's Frock.
pntlrelv ot the soft, crepy stuff. It has
a wide hem all around Its edge as Voiles make up beautifully in chilOne recently seen
a
much to give It weight there as to form dren's frocks.
a proper edge. One Is made all of blue and white herringbone pattern,
The
white to carry out that tendency for with trimmings ot red ribVjfj.
which the season Is noted the oress-in- g little lady wore a coat of navy blue
In
a
a
With
occasions.
hat
combination
and
of blue and
In white for many
a dressy afternoon frock or with white red fabric. She carried a small red
woolen suit, a veil of this sort would bag and had on a string of red beads
be Immensely becoming, and for the and she received much admiration from
.
girl who Uvea to dress In this purity passers-by.
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WOMAN "DEAD" FOR

LINER CHASED

5j

HOUR, SAY DOCTORS

STOCK
FEEDERS

AVOID

HEAVY

BY WATERSPOUT
Passengers

LOSS

on

the Carmania

See Thrilling Struggle
Sky and Ocean.

In Corn Beit Show
Losses Art Small When Roughages Are Used.

BY

An elderly woman, wife of
fnrmer Uving in the village of Brem-garte- n,
In the canton of Argovle, who
had suffered for a long time from
heart disease, was declared dead by
the local doctor, and her daughter

IS

SPEED

suddenly subsided when it was almost
ship was told by
upon the
officers and passengers when she arrived here after a round trip to the
Near East
The liner was about 800 miles out
of New York when the spout was
sighted. At first, passengers said, it
appeared as a slight disturbance of
water about eighteen miles away.
Then the waves were twisted and
churned and hurled skyward with
volmuch force in an
ume, while myriad colors played
through the mass. The column of water was 1,200 feet high and 150 feet
wide at its base.
Capt. G. W. Melson ordered the liner
sent ahead at full speed.
At almost the same moment the
spout seemed to take wings and rush
after the big ship.
Wager on Speed.
Passengers crowded aft Smoke
belched from the ship's funnels while
the Carmania strained every atom of
her strength to escape. As the spout
traveled it grew larger.
It widened rapidly and towered high
In the air, throwing oft tons of spray.
At first passengers thought it Just
They bea wonderful phenomenon.
gan to bet on Its speed or whether it
would catch the boat or pass it.
Then, as it towered in the
wake, gaining rapidly, it occurred to the passengers that it carried certain death and that the race
was one for life.
The spout continued to gain until
It was almost on the ship.
The passengers huddled,
along the decks watching the oncoming mass of water.
hard-drive- n

made arrangements for the funeral.
A coffin was sent to the house, a
woman arrived to prepare the body
for burial, and many friends sent flowers.
Exactly one hour after the medical
declaration of her death, the woman
opened her eyes and watched the proceedings for her funeral, though unable to speak or move.
the daughter saw her
Suddenly
mother's eyes moving and fainted

g

Suddenly Subsides.
only to reach out

for the
ship and it subsided as suddenly as
It had risen. Five minutes later there

Saw Her Mother's

Eyes Moving.

The hired woman
from fright.
hastened to the doctor, who, on his arrival, declared the patient to be alive,
and tore up the death certificate.
This happened some days ago, and
the woman Is now able to speak In
whispers and to take light food, but
the doctor maintains that she was
dead for an hour, as her heart had
stopped beating.
A similar case was reported some
time ago from Heckmondwlke, near
where

a

woman

whose

FIGHTS DEVILFISH UNDER SEA
Cattle Finished on Grass.
Diver Escapes In Fierce Battle With
Giant When Aids Pull Him
to Surface.

home-grow- n

e

ESSENTIAL

TO CONTROL

LICE

JUDGEORDERS

MAN THRASHED

New York Recorder Tells Husband to
Give Wife's Annoyer "Good
Licking."

Atlantic City, N. J. Webster Itisley
was Instructed to "beat up" Thomas
Curtis by Recorder Clarence Golden-berg- .
This decision followed the
Mrs. Rlsley, who said
In the control of cattle lice, plenty testimony ofwas
Curtis
accosting her on the
that
a
and
food
thorough
nutritious
of
unfounded accusations
writing
street,
their
and
animals
the
of
cleaning up
In letters to her husband and making
surroundings are essential to success, scenes when
they went in public
control
of
you
whatever method
places.
choose to adopt.
The huBband Is tall and muscular,
while the defendant Is small In stature,
Feeding Calves.
wiry in movement
Calves intended for beef should be- sparsely built and as
If you were big
"It looks to me
gin on grain when three to four months
the controversy by
old. A mixture of equal parts oats, enough to settle
and while you are at
bran and corn (preferably ground) la beating him up,
It I would suggest that you give him
the best grain ration.
a good licking," said the recorder.
Pay Attention te Worms.
Burglars Maintained Office.
gfcessful growers of swine are
New Xork. Asserting that they coneach year paying more attention to
ducted operations from an office rentthe prevention of worms in swine.
ed In a downtown building, police arDock Early.
rested two members of a "firm of burLambs should be docked and gelded glars," nipping In the bud their plans
for the "spring trade."
while yet quit smalL
Plenty of Nutritious Feed and Thon.
ough Cleaning Up of Surroundings Are Needed.

'

The Great Waterspout Writhed.
was nothing to show there had been
any disturbance.
Frederick Pratt, Standard Oil company official, said it was the most terrific but at the same time the most
wonderful sight he ever had seen.
Captain Melson smiled when he was
asked about it.
"I'll never tell what would have
happened if it had caught us," he
said. "In fact, I never could have
told. We would have been listed as
missing."

Texae Leads With 1,116.4 Miles Completed, and Minnesota Ranks a
I

Close Second.

Chance Makes Corsetmaker of Writer
only remembered the pen name of
ney and so my efforts were in vain."
After delivering his address- - Norrls
left at once to catch a train. After he
had gone a shy little woman who gave
her name as Mrs. Gene 0. Wlerk approached the hostess.
"Where has Mr. Norrls gone? I
would like to tell hlra that I am the
writer of 'Blue Pearls,'" the woman
said.
"The rejection of the manuscript, which I considered the best of
anything I bad done, was the death
knell to my hopes of authorship."
The crowd gathered around and listened as Mrs. Wlerk unfolded her tale
of girlhood hopes and disillusionment.
"When the manuscript of 'Blue
Pearls' came back I figured I was a
failure as a novelist and had better
go to work and learn some business.
I never wrote another story," she
said.
"I learned the trade of corset
Ol-

Charles Norrls,
OAKLAND, CALIF.
writer and husband of
Kathleen Norrls, the novelist, spoke
recently before the Oakland Literary
club. "When I was working for a
certain publisher fifteen years ago,"
Norrls said, "there came Into my
hands a story entitled 'Blue Pearls,'
contributed by a young woman under
the pen name of Gladys Ethel Olney.
"As soon as I read the story I
knew It was the work of a genius. Delighted beyond words with my find,
I took It to the other members of the
staff, who were just as enthusiastic.
The
"Then somebody blundered.
manuscript was mixed up with some
others and was sent back to the author with the fatal blue rejection slip.
I moved heaven and earth to locate
the author of 'Blue Pearls.' But I

making. Eventually I married."
Norrls was notified of the discovery
of "Gladys Ethel Olney" and wired
that he would return to Oakland to
"take Mrs. Wlerk in hand In hopes
of reawakening the spark of genius
that may be dormant but never dies."
Mrs. Wlerk tnkes the affair with
conquiet resignation and continues to
duct her corset shop.

Texas 1ms
FORT unusual
spectacb of sister
and brother running for congress.
Morever, the brother assarts his enemies are trying to hurt his sister's
chances for election; the sister says
her enemies are trying to keep her
brother down. The woman Is Miss
Annie Webb Blanton of Denton. The
man is Congressman Thomas L. BlanWORTH,

heart stopped beating was pronounced
dead, but revived a few minutes later
and afterwards became convalescent

cattle-feedin- g

HIGHWAY WORK

FEDERAL-AI- D

Texas to Send Two Blantons to House?

Dewshury,

enterprise
though the
may show a presumptive loss, there
mayle it profit for the farm operation
feeds
.as a whole, provided
have been produced at a cost far
enough below the market price.
"No inldivduul feeder could be sure
of marketing his field products at a
profit, Including stover and
hay, if he were to choose to sell crops
rather than feed them to live stock.
If all feeders, or even if a considerable
number of feeders, were to try such a
shift, the market for all field products
would be glutted, with the probable result that the farmers could not even
dispose of their corn. The cattle feeder, though he knows that his business
for the time being is a precarious one,
hesitates to turn to crop farming as a
possible relief, because he realizes that
cattle feeding Is the business he Is best
fitted for, and because he believes a recovery to profitable production Is not
far distant."
The studies in question were made
by the United States Department of
with the
Agriculture in
state agricultural colleges of Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and Missouri. Preliminary reports issued by the
department, and by the several state
institutions concerned, give in detail
the quantities of feed and hours of labor used in ordinary feed lot production of fat cattle.
All reports may be obtained upon
request to the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, or single reports from the state agricultural colFarmers' Bulletin
leges
1218, "Beet Production In the Corn
Belt," gives a discussion of feeding.

ofthe

(Pnparad br
,

the United Stitee Department
of

Agriculture.)

Measuring the network of federal-ai- d
highways spread over the country
f
years,
during the past five and
the bureau of public roads, United
States Department of Agriculture,
places their total length, January 1
last, at 28,741.6 miles, and their cost at
approximately $500,000,000. The
represent 12,007 miles of completed roads over which traffic Is flowing
today and 16,834 miles of roads under
construction and on that date estimated to be, as a whole, 70 per cent complete.
In mileage of completed federal-airoads, Texas leads with a total of
116.4 miles. In addition, there were
under construction In Texas on January 1 a total of 1381.9 miles of federal,
aid highways whose estimated total
cost was nearly $22,000,000. Minnesota ranked second, with 1,000.6 miles, in
the amount of completed federal-aihighways, the cost of the system being
slightly over $10,000,000. Of that sum
the federal government paid $3,878,-60In Minnesota there were under
construction the first of the year 791.2
miles of federal-aihighways, whose
estimated cost was placed at $10,050,-75Other states with comparatively
large mileages of completed federal-aihighways on January 1 were :
Illinois, 722.0 miles, costing $24,008,-95of which $11,221,404 was paid by
the federal government; Nebraska,
682.7 miles, costing $3,027,707, of
which the federal government paid
Wisconsin, 500.6 miles, costing $6,702,100; Arkansas, 438.2 miles,
633.4
costing $5,148,080; Georgia,
miles, costing $11,017,300; Iowa, 422.4
miles, costing $7,909,881 ; North Carolina, 419.71 miles, costing $5,641,733;
Idaho, 407.1 miles, costing $0,472,552,
and Washington, 354.9 miles, costing
one-hal-

fig-ur-

d
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d

d
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It had

GOOD
HIGHWAYS

CITIES

Geneva.

SAVED
Prepared by th United Stte Department
of Agriculture.)
Cost figures on 20,217 head of beef
cattle fed in five corn belt states, sum- - Passengers at First Merely Interested
raarlzed In a statement Issued by the
In Phenomenon, but When Chase
United States Department of AgricuBegan They Huddled Awelture, show that scattering droves made
Stricken Along Decks.
good profits last season, In spite of the
fact that there was an average loss of
New York. The story of a gigantic
$20.87 per steer. Department Investwhich chased the Cunard
waterspout
of
some
these
igators cite the fact that
liner Carmania half an hour and then

y

GOOD TALES

Be-twe- en

Cattlt Cost Studies

droves made profits under the most
adverse conditions, as emphasizing the
extreme Importance of watching the
details of feeding and management In
lump periods In the cattle business.
Wha fofwlara In thA nroaa arilritarl
who made the most economic gains, in
r- -t.
general, used standard rations. In Illi
nois and Indiana this ration consisted
of corn, protein meal, mixed clover
and timothy hay, and silage, with some
stover and fodder. In Nebraska and
Iowa the standard rations consisted of
corn and alfalfa hay, while in Missouri
It consisted of corn, protein meal, hay
and fodder. In the latter state some
of the cattle covered in the study were
finished on grass.
"The average loss of $20.87 per
head," one of the department Investigators explains, "should be looked at
in the light of the fact that all feeds
were charged to the cattle at farm
prices for all home grown feeds, and
store prices for feeds bought." Thus
the effect of the loss In question on
the farm business as a whole was in
some measure offset by the return
from 1,000 to 2,600 pounds of unmarketable roughage fed to the average
steer in the different localities. Even

Watches Daughter Making Preparations for Funeral, but
Unable to Speak.

NEW MEXICO

Wash. Battling for his
Tacoma,
life, 50 feet beneath the surface of
Puget sound, Walter McCray, a diver,
known In marine circles from Alaska
to California, came out victorious here
over a giant devilfish.
The monster wound Its tentacles so
tightly about McCray that the diver
was unable to reach his knife. McCray, through the submarine telephone, cnlled for a short steel wrecking bar, and was able to pierce the
With man and
body of the devilfish.
monster struggling desperately, McCray was drawn to the surface by his
assistant.
Others attacked the devilfish and It
released Its hold and disappeared into
the water. The devilfish was one of
the largest ever seen here, and was
the first, McCray said, thut ever attacked him.

TEX.

ton of Abilene.
Miss Blanton at present Is state superintendent of Instruction In Texas,
and she Is given credit for having
made good. She Is the first woman to
hold the office.
n
She aspires to succeed the late
W. Parrlsh, congressman, who
was candidate for the United States
senate and was fatally injured in

State Senator Guinn Williams of Decatur, who is conducting an active campaign.
Miss Blanton snld she would not run
for congress If the widow of Parrlsh
sought the honor. So, when Mrs. Parrlsh announced she would run, Miss
Blanton promptly withdrew her name.
an automobile accident while cam- After a few days Mrs. Parrlsh decided
not to enter the contest, so the state
paigning.
bonIn her speeches Miss Blanton has school superintendent threw her
net Into the ring to stay.
vigorously defended her brother's senBlnnton's
Miss
sational career In congress. For herwar for independself, she delcares that she will make fought in the Texas
Her mother's father, W. G.
the soldiers' bonus her greatest object ence.
Webb, was a general In the Mexican
if elected.
war; her own father fought In the
"if you do not want the
men to get this bonus, then do not confederate army.
Miss Blanton Is a graduate of the
vote for me," she advises her audiUniversity of Texas and has studied
ences.
of Chicago.
She has one opponent In the race, at the University

It's

$8,081,285.
highway conCompleted federal-ai- d
struction In some of the Eastern and
Middle Western states where the character of roads was of high type and

the cost correspondingly greater per
mile was as follows:
Pennsylvania, 890.1 miles, costing
$19,002,504; Ohio, 870.2 miles, costing
$12,475,569; New Jersey, 78.3 miles,

s
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Only Emily's Love That's Dead
Yesterdav a man approached Em
ily's home. He stepped to the door
Emily answered the summons of hit
knock.

"Howdo," said the man. "I'm 'Mr.
I came to attend your sister Emily's funeral. Too bad, isn't
it?"
"That's awfully nice of you," she
smiled.
"Only you see I'm Emily."
"Mr. Goetz" almost collapsed. He
was Invited to rest until he regained
his composure. While wondering If
Miss Emily Moll,
CHICAGO. 5122
Leavitt street, Is no he should report the case to Sir Arundertaker. In fact, she Is proprie- thur Conan Doyle, Emily answered
tress of a Sheridan road beauty parlor four other knocks at the door. "Mr.
and herself one of her own best ad- Goetz" heard her say:
"No, thanks, we don't need any
vertisements. But she Is an expert
monuments."
on funerals.
"The corpse requested that no picIn the lost two days she tins atown funeral twice. She's ture be tnken."
tended
her
MILLION GOES TO STRANGERS
"Oh, my, yes, we have a cemetery
scheduled to go through the "agony"
again today.. The "schedule" has been lot."
New York Woman Intentionally Ig"Pay for an obituary notice? Not
arranged tfrrnugh obituary notices reRelatives In
nores 'Well-Ofwhile I'm alive."
Both "funerals"
cently
published.
Unusual Will.
Then Emily explained what It was
have been highly successful except that
has been a lack of a corpse, all about. She asserted a Jilted suitthere
New York. Deciding that her closest
or had sought revenge by prlr.tlns
mourners, minister, flowers and everyrelatives were sufficiently endowed,
else "funereal." Even her mother obituary notices for Emily after he
thing
Emily Howland Bourne of this city has given up the task of watching her learned her love for him was dead.
left most of her $1,000,000 estate to
Ning Eley, attorney for Emily's
daughter greet the mourners as they
friends and strangers less well off. arrive.
is chasing the suitor.
father,
A copy of her unusual will was filed
for probate In New Bedford, Mass.
"As the property of my father was
sufficient to amply provide for his
children, it has accordingly seeded NEW YORK. Marriage has wrought
change In the feminist views
right to me not to add to their large
of Doris Stevens, erstwhile suffrage
fortunes," her will sets out.
The New York Association tor Im- picket and now the wife of Dudley
re- Field. Malone. former collector of the
proving the Condition of the Poor
ceived the greatest lump sum
port. Miss Stevens, formerly of Omaha,
to establish a country home for and her husband have returned from
New York nurses convalescing from a trip to France and England.
settlements,
Illness.
Universities,
As to her name. Miss Stevens has
hospitals and other public Institutions, decided that save for occasional social
scattered all over the country, also nurnoses she will not adopt that of
received bequests.
her husband. The cause of this, she
said, is not that she Is so proud of
her maiden name or that sue considers Just the wife of Dudley Field Malone.' 1
"The best example of this that
a matter of vital Importance, but
it
Baltimore Boy Pays
believes the change in have ever seen was at the time of the
she
because
$400 for Ride in Cart
name hinders the freedom of thought picketing in Washington. A number
and conduct of both parties to the mar of women who would willingly have
died for the cause were unable to take
Baltimore, Md. The
riage contract.
In the picket line because
son of Mr. and Mrs.
"If I become Mrs. Malone," she their place
would Involve publicity, which
so
do
to
Nicholas Brown, Alfred, said he
move
make
I
everv
on."
went
political
of
playmate
gave a
and every opinion I express reflects to might easily mean the dismissal
$200 and a diamond ring valued
If he their husbands from the public offices
some degree on my husband.
held."
at the same amount for a ride on
holds different views from mine, which which they
his little express wagon. This
Miss Stevens says she would not
Is certainly his privilege, why should
accounts for the money and
he have to suffer because of the be surprised to see the return of a
ring missing from his mother's
of name? Also, !f we should .matriarchy some das At present It
similarity
to be able
pocketbook, according to
minnnrr two different political candl- - requires a
,"
a
and to mau
build
home
both
to
be
would
work
up
my
example,
for
dal;s,
d la st ated with the remark, 'She l tain a public career.
Goetz.'

f'

"Just the Wife of Dudley Field Malone"

$300,-00-

.
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Stretch of

Hard-Surface- d

Road.

costing $3,442,224 ; Massachusetts, 120.5
miles, costing $4,391,030, and Maryland, 137.8 miles, costing $3,752,233.
Projects under construction and the
degree of their completion January 1
In other states were as follows;
California, 382.9 miles, 55 per cent
complete; Georgia, 41)2.9 miles, 05 per
cent complete; Iowa, 91)8.7 miles, 8ti
per cent complete ; Kansas, 471.8 miles,
69 per cent complete; Louisiana, 354.5
miles, 82 per cent complete ; Minnesota,
791.2 miles, 65 per cent complete ; Mississippi, 464.3 miles, 64 per cent complete; Missouri, 535.1 miles, 70 per
cent complete; Montana, 412.8 miles,
77 per cent complete. Nebraska, 914.1
miles, 94 per cent complete ; New Mexico, 551.9 miles, 54 per cent complete;
New York, 347.9 miles, 44 per cent
complete; North Carolina, 507 miles,
88 per cent complete; North Dakota,
810.2 miles, 80 per cent complete;
Ohio, 208.2 miles, 91 per cent complete; Oklahoma, 308.2 miles, 64 per
cent complete; Pennsylvania, 248.6
miles, 94 per cent complete; South
Carolina, 410.7 miles, 59 per cent complete; South Dakota, 688.7 miles, 70
per cent complete. Tennessee, 449.1
miles, 46 per cent complete; Teias,
miles, 59 per cent complete, and
Wisconsin, 638.8 miles, 75 per cent
complete.
HIGHWAYS MORE ATTRACTIVE
Shade Trees 8et 50 or More Feet
r
Apart Would Make Road
to Travel Over.
Pleas-ante-

seven-year-ol- d

super-woma- n

Our highways would be much mora

attractive if lined with shade trees.
These trees could be set 50 or more
feet apart and would do little damage
either to the adjoining property or the
roadway. They would aaake the road
pleasanter to travel over and also to
Uva by.
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Paradise Plumes
in Last Stand
during the muting season.
Plumage Is Making Its the natives
"Only the full grown male bird has
Last Appearance in Millinery
the gorgeous spread of feathers which
Is coveted by commerce," explains a
Due
to
Law.
Shops,
of
who is
New York

Lovely

PROHIBITED

BY

NEW

something
dealer,
an authority on the subject, "This Is
at Its best during the courting season,
TARIFF when they hold their annual dancing
exhibits for the benefit of the less
gorgeous but highly prized females.

Male Bird Gorgeous.
Importation Prohibited Under Law of
"It Isn't necessary to kill the birds
1913, but Omission of Restriction!
In order to get their feathers, but it Is
on Sale Left Chance for
more convenient. Lately, since
usually
Smugglers.
they have been growing so scarce,
are frequently trapped and reNow York. The plumage of the they
leased
after the feathers have been
of
bird
paradise, one of the loveliest
so that a new spread can be
and crudest of feminine adornments, cut,
is making positively Its lust appear- grown.
"Kxcept nt their dancing parties,
ance In New York millinery shops this
the birds of paradise nre naturally
aeo son. In another year, It Is expectcautious and well able to protect themed, It will have completely
disapselves. They have but few natural
peared,
'iy that time It Is go- enemies, but their families are
small,
ing to he dangerous to sell It. Consebeing limited usually to two offspring
window
quently nearly every
a season, so that they Increase but
In the city now contains a gorgeous
This is all the more reason
slowly.
marked
of
display
paradise plumes,
why they should be protected from
down to bargain prices.
human depredations."
The new tariff law, however, conThe new tariff law will provide this
tains the necessary restrictions In an protection, at lenst so far
as this
amendment which puts on the denier
is concerned.
According to
the burden of proving his stock of country
Mr. Pearson, It will "end the
feathers was in this country on or be- battle
of wild
against the
fore 1018. Hence the present Intense birds for millinery," slaughter
A few feathers
of
of
their
to
dealers
anxiety
dispose
will be smuggled In and peddled from
paradise feathers before the act Is put house to house, as nlgrettes are at
Into effect.
present. Rut for practical purposas
Under the old law, It was the gov- the commerce In forbidden feathers
ernment that had to supply the proof, will be at an end.
which wns impractical. About the
only way the federal authorities could
nhtnln a conviction was to catch a HOME FOR AMERICAN OPERA
smuggler In the net of bringing paradise feathers Into the country. Once Women Plan Opera House for Chica.
go to Be Endowed by Dollar Subthey were here, they were as safe as
If they had been formally passed by
scriptions From Million Women.
the customs officials.
Chicago. An opera bouse to be enNo Shortage of Plumes.
dowed by dollar subscriptions from
Thus the smuggling of paradise one million American women, and In
feathers Into this country has bpen U'litnl, nn!v ittwivn In T0cllh mid 1.,,
"1'"
proceeding briskly for the last nine
years, during which time the millinery
market has never been annoyed by a
shortage. The demand for the .plumes,
ucconling to one dealer, Is "as steady
as that for diamonds," so that smugglers have always been able to dispose of their goods promptly. Slost
of the smuggling has been carried on
by seamen nml officers of merchant
ships from the M"diterrnnean, who
usually conceal the feathers under
e
Criminal, Out of Large
their clothing.
one
official
"Lean seamen,"
tells
Experience, So Tells Court
us, have waddled off their ships swolat His Trial
len and puffed like Kulstaffs by layers
upon layers of plumes strapped to
their limbs and trunks. On some lines
customs Inspectors first take n glimpse POSED AS "MAM OF MYSTERY"
nt the neck and then nt the waist of
the seamen. If they observe a No. 14
torso Man Sent Up for Life Has Only Been
neck springing out of a
they make an arrest nnd usually reOut of Prison 33 Months In Last
cover n few thousand dollars' worth
25 Years Acts as Own Atof feathers."
torney In Omaha Court.
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American composers shall be produced.
Is the Ideal of an organization of women led by Mrs. Archibald Freer, Mrs.
Louis Yeager und Mrs. Albert Ochs-ne- r
of this city. Associated with the
organization known as "Opera iu Our
Own Language Foundation," nnd of
which Mrs. Freer Is the chairman, Is
the "David Blspham Memorial Fund,"
of which Mrs. itockefeller McCormick
Is the treasurer. Iu speaking of the
undertaking of the two organizations,
which has the Indorsement of women's
clubs of the country as well as the
musical, clubs of the entire country,
Mrs. Freer said:
"American music depends upon (he
American composer. Without our composer we must style ourselves a nation of music borrowers, not of, makers. However, our composer does exist, but exists only, he does not live.
To enable him to live and write, to
publish nnd present his works, and to
open an American opera house, are the
things we hope to accomplish."
The women who are furthering the
project are well known In women's and
musical club circles throughout the nation, and they have received so much
encouragement from all sections of
the country that they nre confident of
the success of their undertaking.

hat-sim-
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Orln Welsh,
logger, came to town tlds
week from the woods ami ute,
at one sitting, during the course
of two hours, 48 nonliul Blzed
cream puffs.
Welsh hud been in the logging
camp ull winter, but his longing
for some sweets enticed him to
town. Friends hearing his craving wagereil he could not eat
three dozen cream puffs and the
Houuiam, Wash.

a giant

Welsh demostarted.
nstrated his wonderful gaslronom-ica- l
ability by eating one dozen rapidly, the next dozen in 30
minutes, und in two hours between cups of tea, the fourth
dozen disappeared down his
capacious throat.

race

i

-

J............

t Don't Pay
to Be Crooked"

Life-tim-

All of the confiscated plumes, ns
specified In the 1!)13 law, have been
turned over to the National Association of Audubon societies, which has
formed them Into exhibits and distributed them among 60 different museums liroughout the country. About
$20,000 worth of plumes, It Is said, are
to be found In these collections.
In spite of these gratifying contributions to science, the Audubon societies, under the leadership of their
president, T. Gilbert Pearson, have
never ceased to agitate for a more effective law. Their only fear has been
that It would come too late after the
last of the "Manukdcwntn' (birds of
the gods), as they are called In East
Indian Islands, had fallen victim to

Giant Logger Consumes
48 Puffs in Two Hours

Omaha, Neb.

With only

thirty-thre- e

A

FAMOUS SANCTUARY

Many Miraculous Cures of Ills Attributed to the Old Shrine of
Ste. Anne de Beaupre.
When the celebrated French Canadian church of Ste. Anne de
Ueatipre, neur Quebec, was destroyed
by fire a few weeks ago the famous
statue of Ste. Anne, various relics of
the salnte and the old chapel in which
the statue wus first kept were miraculously spared.
It Is nn old and faithfully adhered
to legend of the parishioners of the
church of Ste. Anne de Beaupre that a
party of Breton suilors were overwhelmed by a terlble storm in the
St. Lawrence river In the year 1015.
When it seemed that nothing could
save them they called upon Ste. Anne,
the patroness of their own home
province of Brittany in France, and
all members of the crew Joined In a
solemn vow that they would erect a
snnctunry on the shore to the memory
of their saint if they were saved from
shipwreck. Their vessel was tossed
about all night, but enrly the next
morning the storm died nnd they were
landed safely.
Believing faithfully
that their prayers had been answered
by Ste. Anne, they immediately set
to work constructing a rude wooden
chapel which was destined to become
world famous through the successive
ehurches that followed It.
In the erection of one of these
churches that followed the original
frame structure a parishioner accidentally discovered that the shrine
had curative powers. Louis Guimont
was his nuiue; he helped In the construction of the church to show his
reverence for flte patroness saint, although he could scarcely walk becnuse
of rheumatism, from which he had
suffered since ills youth. But he had
no sooner pluced one stone in the
than his rheumatism
foundation
vanished.
Whether by the amazing faith of
those who come to the shrine to be
cured of divers afflictions or by some
divine quality in the stntue nnd the
old chapel or by something that no
mnn can understand, cannot be said,
but it Is Indeed true that most miraculous cures are effected at the shrine
of Ste. Anne de Beaupre. ,

Battery Locomotives.
In times of labor shortage and abnormal demand for fuel mine operators turn of necessity to electrification
as the only way of Increasing their

Why do

CHARGE FILMS

to

e

Smallest Wireless in the World

PRESBYTERIAN
CONFERENCE
PRESENTS OUTLINE FOR CENSORSHIP OF PICTURES.

RECOMMEND

BOYCOTT

IS MADE THAT MOTION
PICTURE SCENARIOS
PASTORS.

CLAIM

E

(Western

Newspaper

Union

News Service.

)

Des Moines, Iowa. Waving a letter
mofrom William (Bill) Hart, two-gu- n
tion picture stur, in the faces of 800
Presbyterian commissioners of the
134th general assembly here the Rev.
Dr. Gustnv Brlegleli of Pasndena,
charged that film Interests are ridicul-

ing Protestant pastors In their pictures
In retaliation for the censorship campaign being conducted against them
by Protcstnnt denominations.
Hurt's letter was In reply to one
from the California pastor, protesting
against a picture in which a pastor is
portrayed as robbing a stage conch In
order to complete the construction of
a small church. The "grim hero of the
studios," who Is himself the author of
the scenario in question, replied to the
criticism that he admires "a mnn
brave enough to go abend with his
good work, although It involves robbing a stage coach."
Later in the picture the pastor is
caught by a posse and Hart saves him
from hanging only by cutting the rope
with a
shot from his trusty pistol.
"Show me a film which ridicules or
insults a Catholic priest or a Jewish
rabbi in this ninnner," shouted Dr.
Briegleb. "Their Insults nre aimed at
us." Twice Brlegleb's speaking time
was extended by vote of the general
assembly.
The attack on motion pictures made
by the committee on temperance nnd
moral welfare In its report, gave only
a hint of the storm which burst when
Dr. Briegleb of the subcommittee on
movies, took the platform.
Dr. Briegleb presented an outline to
be followed In the censorship of motion pictures, as follows;
Elimination of women in abbreviated costumes.
No scenes of drinking or smoking
und dancing
by men or women,
scenes.
Abolition of all "triangle" plnys and
scenes dealing with inharmonious
d

output, nt the same time alleviating
the labor situation, nt times so serious. The storage battery locomotive
for mine haulage offers the very great
advantage that it may be used withpardoned and released on "good time," out the dangers of trolleys and the
In addition to serving out his sen
necessity of installing- the trolley nnd
tences. Hut he never kept out of educating the miners In the dangers.
trouble and no sooner was lie released The storage battery locomotive, befrom a prison than he immediately ing
niny be put to work
Kent buck into crime.
directly it reaches the mine. More"Hut crookedness don't pny," lie told over, by charging the batteries at home ljfe.
the court. "I ouslit to know."
Bight, which is about the only time
A ban ou crime or underworld film
In Many Courts.
they may be charged unless buttery scenarios.
staIn
overloaded
is
vogue,
Cole had appeared before so many exchange
Elimination of all death bed "agony"
of
different courts that he has picked up tions are able to be relieved, ratesfac- scenes.
load
nnd
the
are
lowered
energy
u
of
ulte
smattering
legal terms and
A boycott by the general assembly
methods. When arrested in Omaha and tor increased.
to be maintained by nil constituents
charged with the murder of Harry
of the Presbyterian church against all
Huhn, a pawnbroker, lie refused the Making Ice on Lumber Camp Roads. theaters
presenting "pictures that are
a
familiar
is
The sprinkling tank
assistance of the public defender und
and unclean," was
suggestive
in
the summer,
asked permission of the court to con- sight on the streets
by the board of temperance
duct
his own defense. This wus but how many Jiave ever heard of and moral welfare. Certain interests
granted and throughout the trial Cole sprinkling operations curried on in the in the motion picture Industries, it is
carried on his end of the case like a winter?
in screen presentations "make
However, the winter sprinkling charged,
veteran attorney.
of marriage, woman's virtue, the
Cole posed as a "Man of Mystery" tank, mounted on sleigh runners, Is an light
the eighteenth amendment
until the Hertillon experts got on his Important adjunct in niuny logging Lord's day,
this, spreading a moral
and
usuchastity,
of
timber
is
The
camps.
man
was
famcutting
of
a
trail. He
"good
America nnd striking nt
across
blight
a
hauled
winter
the
Job,
being
logs
ily" pone temporarily wrong and wus ally
to a rallrond spur or a stream of suf- the vitals of the nution In suggesting
shielding his family.
lie wus Just seventeen years of age ficient size to float them away when to the youth of the hind ruinous
the spring freshets come. Horses do habits."
when he broke into the criminal limenot
Urgent need of n larger number ol
light in Columbus, 0., where, under this hauling where tractors are
was asthe name of Itlchard Proctor, he was employed for the purpose. The sprin- enndidntes for the ministry
kling tanks are used to keep a sheet serted by the standing committee on
sent to prison for three years for burentheological seminaries. Vacancies now
glary. He served his time and was of Ice on the rougli roadways and
able the horses to draw heavy londs. exist for 400 Presbyterian ministers,
released June 28, '1898.
It took Cole Just eight days to get Over an iced road a team of horses which is being filled by drafts from
In trouble again. On July 6, 1808, he can haul live or six tons of logs on other denominations, to the extent ol
120 during the past year.
was
in
arrested
Baltimore was bobsleds.
while committing
caught,
a burglary. A month later, before he
Secretary Denby Sails for Orient.
Training Scout Leaders.
Vn.
The transport
Portsmouth,
could be tried, he escaped.
The Buffalo board of education is
This time Cole stayed out of trouble holding a class for the training of Henderson, refitted nnd repninted, esvoyage into
for two months. At least, he was not Girl Scout lenders ns part of Its pecially for a 35,000-milarrested again until October 8, 1898.
work, the teacher being the Orient, sniled recently from the
On that date, in Chicago, he was senthe local director, paid at the regular navy yards here with the Cannl Zone
rates. They have the use ns iier first stop. Secretnry Denby,
tenced to .Toilet prison for burglary.
In ten days he whs In trouble again, of one of the classrooms and one of Mrs. Denby nnd members of the
clnss of '81 were among her
this time nt Red Wing, Minn., for the smaller gymnasiums and meet
burglary, lie was known as "B. K. weekly. New leaders nre trained nnd passengers. The regulation salute of
English" In that trial. He served out any of the captains who feel the need nineteen guns boomed farewell ns the
his time In the Minnesota state prisof "brushing up" or learning new Henderson steamed by Hampton
on, and at the expiration of his term methods, of teaching tenderfoot nnd Itoads. The Henderson Is scheduled to
wns taken back to Jollet, to serve the second class ure welcomed.
The
stop nt San Diego and Snn Frnncisco
nnd the first aid are tnught by after leaving the Canal Zone.
remainder of his sentence in the Illia nurse recommended
nois prison.
From Joliet he wns
by the Red
Rich Man Kills Blackmailer.
Cross and one evening of each course
in January, 1910.
White Plains, N. Y. Blackmail levIs spent at the Red Cross house, using
Couldn't Keep Straight.
ies totaling $25,000 were forced from
But he couldn't keep strulglit. In their materials and beds for these
Walter S. Ward of New Rochelle, milThe
American
Girl.
subjects.
a month or so he was hack In the
son of the head of the Ward
lionaire
.Toilet prison, where lie was sent from
Baking Company of New York, before
Accounted for It.
Chicago on a robbery charge He was
Jones Have you seen anything of he shot and killed Clarence Peters, a
discharged in September, li(G. This
II
time he wns using the name of "Edwin that plaster of Paris I brought home former sailor of Haverhill, Mass.,
was declared, following his confession
English." P.nt In October, 1017, as "Ed yesterday?
Mrs. Jones Was it stuff that looked nnd arrest. The shooting, according to
English" he wns sent buck to Joliet
Ward, occurred after Peters and nil
like flour, in a paper bag?
ns a "confidence mnn" from Chicago.
two alleged accomplices had threatened
Jones Yes, that's it.
He escaped from Joliet in 1020.
Mrs. Jones And does It get hard to kill him, his wife and their two chilUnder the name of "Ottn Cole" he
dren if he did not pay an additional
enme to Omnha two months ago and, when it Is wetted?
Jones Yes.
levy of $75,000.
according to numerous identifications
Mrs. Jones And sticks to everything
at the police station, he committed a
Bandit Reign Grips Chicago.
s
series of
and robberies of like glue?
Jones Yes.
A womun was shot, two
various kinds. Then, three weeks ngo,
Chicago.
It is Just others were Imprisoned while theli
Mrs. Jones Oh, Joseph
It Is charged, he entered Harry Halm's
like
thnt apnrtment was looted of $10,000 la
pawnshop, nnd while attempting to like you to leave horrid stuff
rob the place, shot and killed the lying about. Why, It took me more diamonds and Jewelry, and a paythan half an hour with the hammer master was robbed of $11,150 In one
proprietor. He was caught
after attempting to shoot officers who and chisel to get the cake out of the day here, while Charles Fltzmorris,
baking-tin- .
chief of police, was seeking the apcaptured him.
Following his sentence to life Impointment of 1,000 more policemen.
Uncle Eben,
prisonment, Cole announced he InThe request was based on recent outhimself while In
tended
"I alius kin figger out whut hoss breaks of crime, which revealed that
devoting
prison to the study of mechanical en- ought to win," said Uncle Eben. "But some 200 wealthy families have been
gineering, In which he claims to al- when a hoss gits on de race track he employing private guards to protect
ready be pretty well educated
don' seem to hab no sense of
their homes.
e

night-scho-

night-scho-

women like

WAR ON CHURCH

recom-mende-

his credit In the
Iuts twenty-fivyears, und even those
months spent us a fugitive from Justice, Otto Cole, burglur, "con" man,
booze runner und murderer, has Just
been sent to prison for the balance
of his life by an Omaha court. Cole
is forty-twyears old now. He became a criminal at the age of seventeen years.
"Hut crookedness don't pay. It don't
pay," Colo told the Omaha court when
he was sent up for life.
Cole has seen the Inside of many
He lias
jails nnd penitentiaries.
served time In Minnesota, Maryland,
Ohio, Illinois nnd elsewhere, lie esfeminine fashions.
The birds are found In Papua, New caped from the Baltimore City Jail,
Guinea and certain parts of Africa, from the Juliet penitentiary and from
where they nre easily slaughtered by other prisons. He has been paroled,
months of freedom

LONG

NEW MEXICO

pipe smokers?
We asked many women. One said:
f Because a man who thinks things
,cut, does them and goes all the way
through with anything he starts gen
erally smokes a pipe if he smokes at
all and nearly always he does smoke."
Another replied: "A pipe smoker is
more of a home man, it seems to me.
There is no better picture of contentment than a man smoking a pipe in
his home after the day's work is done."
"He is more honest, more reliable,
tnore manly," said another but she
was rather young.
are not so jumpy
and fidgety, so nervous aa
They're more easily contented5
was the opinion of one woman.
There were many reasons given by
the fair ladies; some of them not very
powerful from a logical viewpoint.
The significant feature of the questionnaire was that the great majority
of the women admitted that they do
like pipe smokers.
And just to show that woman is not
the only illogical of the two sexes, we
asked a number of men why they
liked the tobacco they smoked. One
said it was strong enough for him.
Another said it was mild enough for
him and they were smoking the
same brand. All of them had some
indefinite reason for liking a certain tobacco, but putting that
feeling Into words
was difficult. Even
our old Edgeworth
smokers
our best
friends
have difficulty in telling
"Pipe-smoke-

more-or-le- ss

Ill
Sj9

One of the greatest achievements in modern science is the wonderful wireless receiving station made in the space of three Inches by a Mr. Sanrlers of
England. With this Instrument Sanders claims to have receivedwnsmessagesto frcjn
able
radius of 100 miles. With the aid of powerful glasses he
the Internal with 400 turns of wire spider colli.
con-itru- fl

"It

-

is

a

friendly, friend- making tobacco"
that just suits
me," was the
best answer we
could get. Just
suits me! There's
the whole thing.
But Edgeworth doesn't suit everybody. Out of every hundred
there may be one or two who
couldn't get supreme satisfaction out
of Edgeworth.
Nevertheless, we would like to send
h,
free samples of
any
and we are sincere when we say
that we would rather send samples to
a man who thinks he will not like
Edgeworth for he may find he is
mistaken and then he will be the best
friend for Edgeworth that a smoker
could be.
If you will send us your name and
address on a postcard, we will forward
d
samples of Edgeworth,
and Plug Slice, and there is no tag attached, "Send money if you like it."
The samples are free and postpaid.
Address your card to Larus & Brother
Company, 000 South 21st Street,
Richmond, Va.
If
To Retail Tobacco Merchants:
your jobber cannot supply you with
ComEdgeworth, Larus & Brother
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Plug Slice or
for the same price you would
pay the jobber.
pipe-smok-

Edge-wort-

pipe-smok- er

Ready-Rubbe-

rir

two-doz-

Ready-Rubb-

need not be tht&
or streaked with
gray
HAIR COLOR
RESTORER wllf
quickly rerlTe It and brlur back all Its origrioal
"r
color ana luxuriance, as u ruou umif k'
direct from HESS1C ELUS. CUmim, MEMPHIS, TENN.

Your Hair

".

Planet Without Oxygen.
According to the spectroscopic
studies mude at the Mount Wilson observatory of the light received from
lines are
Venus, no
found.
This Indicates that there is
no oxygen or water vapor in the'oiiter
atmosphere of Venus, nnd furthermore
that the reflected light of the sun
must have penetrated to a considerable depth.
It therefore appears necessary to attribute the great brightness of Venus
to some other cause than that of high
r
clouds,
reflective power of
and this apparent absence of oxygen
must be considered in connection with
speculations ns to the conditions of
the planet. Popular Mechanics Magazine.
n

water-vapo-

One Thing He Knew.

The immigrant had to fill up the
usual form. The first question was
'born?"
unhesitatingly lie wrote
down: "Yes."
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BURNS CUTS ITOH SORES
75c at storee; 85c by mail. Addreea
New York Drug Concern, New York
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KIDDIES

Something to Think About
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THE OLD SONGS

PUT FORTH YOUR HAND

Rather than do mean things, put
forth your hand and lay hold of the
beX7I1EN you put forth your hnnd to cosmic forces all about yo and
with
vv
feel the tliroh of the luughlng come strong and
water of a little mountain stream you them.
There Is no barrier between these
touch the waters of the whole world
So do you come in contact with the forces and you which cannot be overuniverse when with a hard word you come; no height to which you cannot
touch the heart of a child, a dear ascend when once you move with them
in perfect accord.
friend, a father or a mother and leave
Touch the little rill of friendliness
a scar which in later years you would
and observe how It grows into a limpid
gladly give all you have to obliterate. sea of
love, on which the great ships
Words and water flow on and on
of life sail to and fro on their kindly
forever, carrying with them their
to all mankind their
songs of cheer or their dirges of sor missions, bearing
precious cargoes and helpful tidings.
row.
e
of
Indeed, Is the
They purr in the sunlight or snarl thePitiful,
man or the woman who, through
In the storm, doing good or evil, leavcanor
selfishness
blind Indifference,
ing In their wake gladness or desolanot see the beauty of friendly acts,
tion, never stopping in their swift run
or sense the vital effect they exert on
--Jo the great sea of eternity with which
unconsciously all human lives are In humanity.
Most of us are prone to sit in our
touch.
houses of clay and discuss with one
Consider
this and get from the
another the faults and frailties of our
thought a principle for honest judgneighbors without giving thought to
ment and noble action.
our own.
When templed to blurt out an ugly
Instead of paying tribute and
word, hold your tongue.
touching hearts with kindness we do
When Inclined to ridicule, be careand then wonder In our
ful lest you humiliate, discourage and the opposite,
more serious moments why the world
rob the miserable victim of his or her
Is so cold and uncharitable.
last ray of hope.
It Is a big world through which we
are traveling, arid there is big work for
one of us to do In the mere
O:
O each
touching of the stream which flows Into the hidden sea of happiness everywhere around us, eager to cool our
d

soul-stat-

Uncommon

Sense

By
JOHN BLAKE

fevered flesh and ghe us pence.
(Copyright.)

songs of old I How memory
brings
Their music back to me
Until each bell of heaven rings
Salvation full and free!
"Joy to the world," the music sweet
Has filled a million souls,
And marked the time for marching
To where eld Jordan rolls,

uieenuincss
neither Oplum,Morphlne
iinerai.
D..,,l,, W

V

'V.

stress,
Protect me by Thy might;
My weak and fult'rlng footsteps bless
With Thine own "Kindly Light."

not

Setma

JbcktUt Salt

mi

mm

The dear old songs Their echoes fill
The quiet evening air;
They bid me bear life's load until
"There'll be no sorrow there."
"By cool Slloam's shady rill"
Whose waters floweth free,
Lead me each day and night until
"Nearer, my God, to Thee."

m
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Special Care of Baby.

And when "on Jordnn's stormy banks"
My feet shall stand at last ;
When I shull see the ransomed rank
From whom all care Is cast,
"0 there may I, though vile as he"
Christ did that day behold,
The city's walls of jasper see
And walk Its streets of gold.
(Copyright.)

That Baby should have a bed of its own all are agreed. Yet It
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up- s.
MOTHERS
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The massive silver set of 019 pieces
by Napoleon I, during the
hundred days, delivered after Ills abdication to Louis XVIII, and used by
the French roynl family at Tulleries
palace from 1815 to 1830, lias been

In New York.
placed on exhibition
Two bullet holes In the soup tureen
bear evidence of the revolutions it has
Each article bears
passed through.
the Bourbon coat of arms, the fletir
de lis surmounted with the crown and
Is stamped with the official government mark, the mark of the chief
craftsman and of the guild. Napoleon
Rlen-nal- s
1 ordered this set of silver from
on his return to France from ills
first exile on the Island of Elba. It
was made during the hundred days of
Napoleon's second reign, but before It
was
could be delivered Napoleon
forced to abdicate and was again exiled this time to end his days on St.
Louis XVIII, bis successor,
Helena.
paid Kiennnis for the silver and hud
the Bourbon coat of arms placed on
it. The set of silver passed ilnnlly to
the heirs of the due de Chambord and
through them has come to North
America.

But in order to
nobody any harm.
curry favor he Is continually telling
By
people things he doesn't mean.
and by the people get to comparing
notes, and presently they have his
measure.
Today he earns In his profession
about half the salary he ought to
earn, and stands about a quarter as
high as he could stand, chiefly because he never means what the other
fellow hears.
Words are an Imperfect means of
expressing thought, but they are all
we have. If we use them to conceal

thought we are getting very little out
of them, and Incidentally doing very
poorly by ourselves.
(Copyright.)
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By WALTER I. ROBINSON.
IM high.
"If you hit the mark, you
must aim a little above it; every arrow that flies feels the attraction of the earth."
This was the ndvlce of the great
By following
poet, Longfellow.
this rule he won lasting honor,
and scattered sunshine throughout the world. But even with
all his success, one finds conclusive evidence In many of his
writings that he was never satHe never quite gained
isfied.
the place lie nlmed to reach, according to the estimate placed
upon his work by himself.
A man Is unfortunate
If he
A

"DIVORCE

HIS

MADE

RING" THE LATEST

MEANING

tt

To everyone there comes a
feeling of satisfaction and happiness whenever he accomplishes
something which brings him returns In gold or honor.
But
there may still be something
lacking to make his joy complete If he does not see the benefits of his labors reflected in
the smiles of the world.
No matter how high he may
of others,
go In the opinion
there Is certain to be a feeling of resentment In his own
breast if lie believes he Is leaving undone some service which
will ndd to the joys of his fel-

From time Immemorial woman has
worn on the third linger of her left
hand n plain band of gold as n symbol
of her honored position of wifehood.
And when death tukes from her the
partner of her life she signifies her
loss and grief by wearing appropriate
garb.
But In what a different manner today the widow of the present, that is,
the one who by the sanction of the
courts, has resigned her Job as wife,
makes known to all the world her renewed state of single blessedness. For
the grass widow of today
the latest of fads, the "divorce ring." The Jeweled symbol of
the severance of the marital tie takes
the place of the former gold band. It
Is made of gold or platinum on which
is mounted n broken Cupid's bow at
the end of which Is net ft jewel to represent a divorce. Should Hie wearer
once more embark on the matrimonial
seas and ngain come to wreck then
another jewel Is added to indicate the
second divorce, and so on.

Moses Dlggs, an old Alabama darky,
had been arrested for having more
than one wife, the last woman being

And Still

the complainant. lie happened to be

well known locally and considered on
orderly character.
"How many wives have you lind?"
demanded the examining Judge.
"Six, yo' honah," wns the reply.
"Why couldn't you get on with
them?"
"Well, sub, de fust two sp'lled de
white folks' clo's when dey washed
'em i de thu'd worn't no cook ; de fo'th
was jeot nachernlly lazy; nn' de fifth
I'll tell yon', jedge, de fifth,

she"

"Incompatibility?"
"No, yo' honah," said the negro,
slowly, "it worn't notbln' like flat. Yo'
jest couldn't git on with her onless yo'
wns somewhars else." Harper's
The Greatest Dam.
The world's greatest dam. the Rennr,
is being rushed to completion on the
Blue Nile river, 2,(KK) miles south ot
Khartum, Africa, where Lord Kitchener became famous.
This dam will bring under irrigated

Going.

cultivation

S.OOO.IHXI

acres of funning

land now idle. It will run n swarm of

factories, mightier thnn the pyramidal
Ancient way of conquering n territory wns to enslave the Inhabitants.
Modern man's grent conquests harness
nature's forces and free human labor
Definitions.

The thing that gets yon
everything desirable yon have.
Pull
That which obtains for yow
neighbor everything worth while thai
conies his way.
Merit

When Hungry Little Muscles

Say, "Please Help Me"
ever stop to think who it really is
DID youtalking,
when childish voices raise a
clamor, "Mother,

lows.

The most inviting pathways
are bordered bj blossoms.
The
happiest lives are surrounded
by smiles.
Let us aim to deserve the
of
honest
thankful
praise
':
"
friends.'
(Copyright.)

I'm hungry?"

It's really muscles and bones and nerves and
worn in the stress and strain of play that

cells

are calling

for rebuilding material.

Wnat kind of an answer? The
light thing, or just anything?
It makes a big difference.
Grape-Nut- s,

CLEAR

Old Darky's Description of Wife's
Failing Aptly Spelled Out Word
He Didn't Understand.

e

luck.

?

Fad Recently Adopted by Those Freed
From the Marital Tie by Court
Proceedings.

This is a bad time for young men to
Impose on the old folks by sitting up
with their daughter while coal oil is
Expert Advice.
The Bride I'm In an awful mess 15 cent: a gallon and with an upward
Years Ago Item
Forty-fivI simply can't got my tendency.
here, mother.
in Newton Kans
expense account to balance.
Mother It's quite simple, my dear.
Avoiding Extremes.
Deduct the Items you can remember
"Do ynu admire skirts so short as
from the amount you had to begin
with and call the difference sundries. to justify the term 'flapper'?"
"No," replied Miss Cayenne, "yet I
Life.
don't want them so long as to brush
the street. There should he n hnppy
The Splendid Matches.
medium between the flapper skirt and
"She's making a splendid match."
"So? How much is the man worth?" the flapper skirt."

absolutely satisfied. This assertion has been widely contradicted. But proof of Its logic
is found In the careers of all the
truly great.
If he is satisfied with what he
has done or Is doing, he never
Is likely to get much further
unless pushed ahead by sheer

WHY PAY

Package any dye

Is

Western Newspaper Union.

THE CHEERFUL

THE FRIENDLY PATH

10c per

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

ordered

IF

Strawberry Whip.
Boll one-hnl- f
cupful of ivnter and
one cupful of sugar until It spins a

j.

ami

Massive Silver Set Ordered by
poleon I Put on Exhibition at
New York.

Kiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmira
thread, pour over the stiffly beaten
"Yes, in a poor man's garden grows
Far more than herbs and flowers,
whites of two eggs and bent until
of
peace
contentment,
Kind thoughts,
smooth.
Add one cupful of crushed
mind
strawberries and use on top of angel
And Joys for weary hours."
food.
k
CAKE FILLINGS

one-ha- lf

Digestion
Thereby Promoting
j nct retains

"I need Thee ev'ry hour," for I
Oft weary by the way;
And "while the years are rolling by"
Thou art my guide and stay.
"Abide with me" through calm and

MADE

Itlottier's Cook Boo

one-ha- lf

tnti

it mnni.-- H PER CENT.
AVecfab!ePfcparafionfirAs

fling theStomachs andJtoOTlsafJ

All

1

Maple Raisin Filling.
Take one cupful Of maple sugar,
cupful of chopped raisins,
two tablespoonfuls ot cream and
of chopped beechnuts.
cupful
Cook the sugar and cream, adding the
ralslifSl
Stir until cool, adding the
nuts after taking from the heat. Fine
filling for gold cake.

mil

T

1fa"lgj

feet

HAT mn Isn't on the level,"
said a very experienced judge
of humankind recently. "When he
talks he doesn't mean what you hear."
Talkative, even persuasive people
who don't mean what you hear are
considerably too numerous In the
world.
Their words sound plausible, conYou enn hear them. But
vincing.
you cannot hear, the silent thoughts
that are going on in the head of the
man who Is talking to you; the
thoughts that do not check up with
the words at all.
You will learn In time that such
men are not to be depended lpon.
Unless you are shrewd or widely experienced, you are likely to learn too

minced hickory nuts or any nuts at
hand pecans are especially good. Beat
until cool and creamy, then spread on
the cake.

I

'

N'T

ONE Is fortunate enough to have
cupful of sour cream a most delicious cake filling may be prepared
with sugar and nits. Boll one cupful
of brown sugar, one cupful of white,
or two of either, with one cupful of
cream until It may be stirred Into a
waxy mass, then add one cupful of

Aa I ii

OWEET

SCHOOL DAljS

WHAT OTHERS HEAR

0

Cnten15FUid

aasjaaasassaKsai&e

A

late.
You will
But never mind that.
profit by what your first mistake
costs you. And after that you will
be a little bit cautious about words,
unless you know that the thoughts
behind the words agree with them.
Of course It Is Impossible for you,
or foine, or for all the forces In this
world, to make every man mean what
we hear him say.
But we can at least contribute to
the general sum of frankness and
honesty by always meaning what the
other fellow hears.
As It always pays to be on the
level a thing no crook ever seems
to be able to discover It will pay us
to make our words express our
but our
thoughts, and nothing
thoughts.
It Is not necossnry to pour out our
f.earts to strangers . and acquaintances. It is not necessary to acquaint
yur friends with everything that Is In
our minds, although most men are
far more secretive than Is at all necessary.
When we do tnJK, whether much
or little, we ougtjt to speak our
tfioiifjhts, and not continually make
mental reservations as we go along.
The writer knows of an nhle and
brilliant mnn who might have gone
far in the world but for a reputation
for mental trlcklness that he earned
deservedly long ago.
He means
He is not dishonest.

fl

Maupin

By ?. A. 1DALKER

Children Cry Fo

SIX I

so deliciously

crisp and appetizing to taste, and
so quick and convenient to serve,
is a splendid food for rebuilding
young bodies. All the won-

derful nutriment put in wheat
and barley by Nature, including the vital mineral elements,
is there and Grape -- Nuts
Grape-Nut- s

digests easily, quickly and completely. Served with cream or
is exceptionally
milk, Grape-Nu- ts
nourishing.

"That's splendid 1" says

ap-

petite. "That's just the needP
say the hungry muscles, nerves
and bones.

Ready to serve right from the
always crisp and
package
fresh. A favorite dish with all
the family. Sold

by grocers.

the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle

Creek, Mich.

Date

And all cattle in the following brands

Of Sale Postponed By Order "Cross Z F" on left side; "Cross I L
A;" on left side, x w left side, CrossL
Of The Court
To July 10, on left thigh and V on jaw: 1SH on left

II,

1922.

-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CATRON
COUNTY,
SEVENTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT, SI ATE OF NEW
MEXICO

3

0

Mrs. Eiliie M. Cooper, Assignee,)
of Joe Melugin, agent,
)

Plaintiff,

"
- .
va.
Owen R. Wallers, Clyde E.
Walters, Leon R. Walters,
Laura WaiLeis and the First
National Bank of.Magdalena,
. New Mexico.

& TV

81

We have the latest styles in

)

)No.

2

)
)

)
)
)

Defendants. )
MOTICE Of FORECLOSURE SALE.
Under and by virtue of an order ol
d .Tree of foreclosure of
..." :
cna.,. ...... :(.:.; . dy mm tgagc
hereinafter mentioned,
the District Court of the Seventh Juui- cial District, in and for the County of
Catron, State of New Mexico, on the
ffith day of December, 1921, in the
above entitled action, wherein Effie M.
Cooper, Assignee of Joe Melugin, is
plaintiff, and Owen R. Walters, Clyde
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, Laura
Wallers and The First National Bank
if Magdalena, New Mexico, a corporation, are defendants, being cause number two (2) on the docket of said court,
wherein The First National Bank of
Magdalena, New Mexico, a banking
corporation, obtained judgment for
p(5574. 94, with interest thereon at "the
rate of ten per cent, from August
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Effie
M. Cooper,
plaintiff, and Owen P.. Walters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Wallers, and Laura Walters, defendants,
and decree otlorcclosiire of a certain
.battel mortgage, made and executed
'Vceniber 4th, 1919, by Mrs. Effie M.
J ..oper ?.t Claude E.
Humphrey, as
iurtg:ig'i;.:, i.i c'H bank as mortgage
:nd nhk'h said mortac was filed for
cC'iid in tbe ofiice of (he en,!:';' clerk
.nd Recorder of Socorro county, NV
,'exico, on Januaiy 2(5, 1920, and nuns-ro(iU, securing a promissory note
r $5000.09, with intcrer.l,and ar.j
or extension! thereof, and
.liirh .indebtedness Owen R. Walters,
cei-tai- n

;;-(-

You not only protect your

savings, but you get paid for
a savings

so when you have
account at this bank.

doing

Money that'sidle meansmoney
wasted. Put your saving to work
and watch the interest grow
We watch both the prin
cipal and interest for
you and relieve
you of all the
banking worries.

f

iyy

- Ccvrtesy -Service

-

1 Safetv Honc

The RESERVE STATE BANK

The Reserve Garage

I

Luthe Work

General Repairing,

0 x y -A c 1

1

y It

re W

e ! d i r,

g

Gas, OHs, Accessaries and Supplies
Compare our prices wiih ethers.

;yde K.

Walter,

n

R.

Walteit

Laura Walton s assumed Mid ag.eed
i
pay, (lie poperty seeming said
btednefs being certiiin cattle aii(,
.'i.nds hereinai'ler described,
aul
vhi. h mortgage was a first and prim
'.n iheieon, find also, a judgment an;'
l;cree of foreeiosme of a certain
moilg.ge in..de and execute
fcccmbor 4, 19:9, by Mis. E.iie M.
loopeiy plaintiff, as morigagor, te
.lien KaK'jner, trustee, as mortgagee,
ur and un behalf of said liank, whitk
ajrtgage was duly recordtd in tht
i, floe of thu county clerk and recordci
f Ss:eorro counly, New Mexico,
..u.tiasy 2(1, 1920, in Hook of Mrt-;a,;cNo. a7, at page 41.'!, and
fi:uiing aid note for 6000.00 and in- re:.t, and the ltnewals and exten-.ioi- i
tlieieof, (lie real estate meiitiond'
md

in--

EVERY JOB GUAR ANTE El)
A. G. HILT,,

Phone No.

.Manager.

3

rev-..lat-

MODERN. UP TO DATE
-

HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER

STUAM HEATED

fin-tl-

Hotel Aragon
Effort

We Use Every

to Please Our

said ;n'irtira;i'e being hereinafier
and set forth.
AND
VHERKIN UNDER SAID DECREE,
he plaintiff, Mrs. Effie M. Coopc ,
jtained a judgment against Owen 1(.
'alters, Clyde E. Waiters, Leon K.
'.'alteis and Laura Waiters,, ano
'e.-ttof feivclosuie of a certain chat-,.- 1
mortgngt, made and executed Jui
nh, 1920, by (Jwen R. Wallers, Clyd'i
;.
Walters, Leon l. Wallers ant

Patrons

The Best Meals and Dining Room Service

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

WHEN

YOU VISIT

MAGDALENA

.jimra Walters, defendants in said
ibove entitled cause, as mortgiigors, tc
which moi
'H Melugin, mortgagee,
was duly recoiclcd in the office o
the county clerk and lecorder of
county, New Mexico, on Angust
i920, in Book 37, at page 519, secui-a-

EAT AT THE

three certain promissory

t

t

mmmem
'

Good Service
All the Delieaces

WE APPRECIATE AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

Higgins

& McAfee,

Proprietors

S

i

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

A

pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two

notes,

ach for the sum of $3529.11, with
nterest at the rate of six per cent per
from date until paid ant!
iniium
fees, the property seattorney's
said
indtbtness
curing
being

curtain cattle, the increase there-;'- ,
brands, and certain huises anc

Courteous Treatment
that the Market Affords

Reserv e Pml Hal

:

ii

HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor

1

nares, all being hereinafter more
described, which c hattel mort-- ;
ige was a second murtgage and suL-ec- t
to said prior mortgage in favor ol
X
i'he First National Hank of Miigdule-ia- ,
New Mexico, above mentioned, am
vhich mortgage and the indebtedness
.eiured thereby was legally assigned in
.v
riling to Mrs. Elbe M. Cooper,
ilaintifT, by Joe Melugin and E,va K.
Melugin, his wife, on July 29, 1920, anr
.vhich assignment was duly recoidci
in the office of the county cleik anc
scolder of Socorro county New Mexio
NOW THEREFORE, I, theundet-signeSpecial Master and Receiver,
luly appointed as such under said judg-n'l-

it

and deciee, wi'l on
MONDAY ,the 10th day of July,1922,
it ten o'clock A. M. of said day, a
le front door of the pos (office,
New Mexico, sell at public auction,
the highest and best bidder, foi
cash, the following described personal
property and chattels,
All that certain herd of range cattle
:Onsisting of 400 head or more of cows
calves, bulls,steers and heifers brandci
on jaw and Crofs L on left hip ant
"Diamond Tail" on left side ant
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as described in the said chattel mortgage to Th
First National Bank of Magdalena, Ara-,on-

.)

Mew Spring Goo s

side and double "Dianvjnd Tail" on
left side r.nd jaw, and "A' 1! bar
reverse J slash" not covered by
the first above description and consisting of 4G0 head and more with
the brands thereof; also 26 head
more-oless of horses .and mares in
the following brands: "Cross H," "A,"
''Cross I Lazy Seven,"
"
and
"Cross V" together with increase. It
being the intention of the description
in this paragraph to cover such cattle
under thi second mortgage of the Wallers to Melugin, assigi ed to plaintiff,
that are not covered by the first chattle
mortgage to The First National Bank
if Magdalena, and in addition the
horses and mares, all of which cattle,
::.iine'S and mares are now ranging at
near what is knewn as the Cooper
r N II
about ten
'!
north wen'f of the town of Arag.-n- n
i.'
,,
Soconu
Inspection Solicited
county), New
I .v i' e
uu
Mexico, together wi'ui
.
Mail orders given our careful attention
-:
Tl L."
J
rtiiuuiiBjiiiiig ui aaiu caeiie. it oetii
the true intent of this description to
cover all cattle in the above brands be
the same more or less wheresoever the
same may be found, also said brands and
the right to use the same marks and
brands, and carrying title, although
said property may have other marks
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE COMPANY
and brands.
"
NEW MEXICO
MAGDALENA,
AND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
special master and receiver, will, on
TUESDAY, the 11th day of July,H22,
at 10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
NOTICE OF FORFEITURE
Morley Refuge
frontdoor of the court house, Reserve,
To: Mike Mandell, H. M.' Dougherty
At a meeting of
Catron County, New Mexico, sell at
and Carrie M. Childers, their heirs,
public auction to the highest and best Game
held at
Commission,
executors and administrators, and
bidder for cash, the following describ- Sant
to All whom it May Concern:
Fe, on April 8th, the foled real estate, mentioned in said real
set
Described
area
lowing
You
are hereby notified that we have
estate mortgage above described, as
aside to be known as
Morley expended Five Hundred Dollars (f 500. 00)
follows:
in labor and improvements upon the
All the South half (Sj) of the South game refuge:
All of Twp: 1 N. Range 10 W. IRON CROWN unpatented lode mining
east quarter (SEJ) and the South half
for the benefit of the group of
(.Si) of the Southwest quarter (SWJ) situated within Catron County. claim,
.
vintiminna
i
iQtmo nrViU
of Section four (4) and South half (Si)
Signed
ces the Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron
of the Southwest quarter (SWJ) and
Thomas P. Gable
Bar, Iron Ring and Iron unpatented
South half (Si) Southeast
quarter
lode
State
Game
Fish
and
Warden,
mining claims, situate in the
,SUj) of section five (5) and Southwest
NOTICE OF APPOINMENT OF AD- Cooney Mining District, Catron county,
luarter (bW4) of section eight (8) and
State of New Mexico, the location
.Jorihwtt quailor (NWJ) of Section MINISTRATE:
notices of said claims being recorded in
OF
IN THE PROBATE COURT
(4)
:ine C), Township Ftur
the office of the county clerk of Socorro
(17) West, N. CATRON, NEW MEXICO.
R,nge
county, New Mexico, in the following
vl M. P. M,
W.
six
hundred
of
In
the
of
the
Matter
Estate
containing
books and pages of Mining Location
to
and
ind forty (040) acres
refer ltd
3. Shellhorn, deceassed.
Rebords.
Notice.
is what is known as the Cooper Home
Iron Cross inBook'35, page 584.
Ran h in the county of Socorro (nov.
Notice is hereby given that the
K
Cairoti county), New Mexico
Iron Bar, Book 35, page 584.
mdeisigned was on the 1st day ol May,
That tha amount of Said judgment! :922, duly appointed by the Probate
Iron Crown, Book 35, page 537.
.villi interest to the date of sale are
Court of Catron County, New Mexico
Iron Rring, Book 28, page 537.
The First National Bank oi Administratrix of the estate of W.
Iron, Book, 71, page 102. ilagdaltna, Hc-- Mexico, $7141.21, and . ). Shellhorn d.ieeasscd, late of said
That said expenditure was made in
.vh s. Eflio M. Cooper $1:1,493.66, tots
Guilty of Cutron. All pesons having order to hold said claims
under the proare
amount of judgments
estate
said
laims against
hereby visions of
the laws of the United States
Wm. K. MORLEY,
notified that they are required to present
ot America, mid the state of New
mil file the same duly verified, within
Special Master and Receiver.
the date of said Mexico, and being at the rate of One
ne year from
THE PROBATE COURT OF THE .ppointment, the time prescribed by Hundred Dollars 5100.00 per year for
COUNTY OF CATRON, STATE OF Law, otherwise the same will be barred each claim in said group, and ihat the
Mrs. W. D. Shellhorn.
amount expended was expended as
NEW MEXICO.
Administratrix.
law in order to hold said
In tbe Matter of the Estate of William
J. Andrus, deceased.
Post Office Advess.
claims for the year 1820 and that the
Notice.
Glenwo. d, New. Mexico.
time for the doing of which flrtwf
Notice is hereby given that the
on July st, 1921.
OF
"oFPTOINMENT
NOTICE
was on the 27 ih day o:
You and each of you are hereby notifiADMINISTRATOR
Viarth, A. D. 1922, appointed exccutoi
COURT OF ed that if, within ninety90days after
IN THE PROBATE
f the estate of William J. Andr
CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. this notice by publication, you fail or
leceased, by Hon. Florencio Jirrn,
of refuse to contribute your pro rata share
In the matters of the Estate
Probate Judge of Catron County, Nev
of such expenditure, your respective
deceassed.
Walter
Hotchkiss,
M xico.
interests, in said claims will become the
NOTICE.
Therefore all persone having claim
is hereby given that the properly of the subscribers under the
NOTICE
'.gainst said estate are hereby notifii
indersigned was on the 6th day of provisions of section 2324 revised statto present the same in the manner pn
Prc-it- e utes of the Unitad
States; that the pro
lay 1922, duly appointed by the
Hi
within
one year from
vided by law,
of Catron County, New rata share of each of you is as follows:
Court
late of said appointment or the same
Mike Mandel, his heirs, executors and
lexico, Administrator of the estate of
will be barred.
Valter Hotchkiss deceassed, late of administrators, the sum of Fifty-fiv- e
William K. Morley,
r
Dollars and
cents r$55. 54 or
,aid County of Catron.
Execu.or
h
of the whole amount.
AH persons having claims against
Carrie M. Childers, her heirs, execu
state are hereby notified thatthey are
- quired to present and file the same tors and administrators,
the sum of
Socorro To
Twenty-seveDollars
seventy-seve- n
from
the
and
one
within
year
verified,
July
Celebate July 4th
cents 127.77 or
late of said appointment, the time
A contest between the sever? .
prescribed by law, otherwise the same thereof.'
H. M. Dougherty, his heirs, execuu-tor- s
towns of Socorro County, includ will be barred.
.
and administrators, the sum of
te
Sai
of
James
wn
the
Hotchkiss,
Magdalena,
inpr
Eighty-thre- e
Dollars and thirty-threAdministrator.
3
an.
Mercial, Carthage, Tokay
of the total
cents,
$83.33or
Office Address:
Post
"
San Antonio, will be the natun
amount
Silver City, N. M.
be
held at Socon.
of
to
The foregoing expenditure of Five
on July 4th.
Hundred Dollars $500.00 was made in
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Each town will have team9 to Department of the Interier.U S.Land sinking a shaft in the tunnel and also
from said tunnel,
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico running a cross-cu- t
enter the contests, which will
all on said IRON CROWN claim, and
1922.
8,
May
ball
include base
games, relay
Notice is hereby given that Robert said work actually benefiitted and tendraces, cowny raees, broncho J. Howell, of Luna, New Mexico who ed to develop all of the claims in said
riding and auto races. There on September 11, 1917 made Homestead group
will also be a contest between Entry No. 016G88 for the WJ NEi NE1,
EMIL PETERSON.
SYLVESTOR GAMBLIN
the Hose companies of Magdalena SW1, NWJ NEI SWJ, Wi SWJ NEJ
1
and Socorro. Arrangements are SWJ.EJ NEJ Lot 35 acres, SEJ Lot First pub Apr 22, last pub July 15
10 acres , SJ SWJ Lotl3 ,2.S5 acres,
13
NOT1CK FOR PUBLICATION.
being made for six dances to be NWJ Lot 14 5. 90 acres , NWJ NEJ
held on the nights of tfie 3rd and Lot 14 2. 60 acres , Section 6 Town- Depaatment of the lnierioiJ.y.S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New"Mexico
4th.
ship 6 S., Range 20 W.r N. M. P.
M
iy 6, 1922.
Meridian, containing 40. 25 acree, has
Notice is hereby given that Lonnie
filed notice of intention to make final B.
Scott of GreensGap, New Mexico
three year Proof, to establish claim to who on
Important Notice to
July 14, 1920 made Homestead
laud above described before T. C.
the
License Collectors
Entry No 017788 for NJ Secrion 13; Si
at
U.
S.
Reserve,
Commissioner,
Turk,
The open season for migratory New Mexico, on the 1st day of July, 1922. Section 12 Township 2 S. Range 13 W.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
w.iterfowl has been changed and
Claimant names as witnesses:
intentian to make final three year Proof
M.
F.
to
A.
0.
October
Edgar
1st
Reynolds
Swapp,
s now from
to establish claim to tha land above
dates E. Brunk W. S. Laney of Luna New described before Justiniano Baca U.
hinuary 15th. Both
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
S. Commissioner, at Magdalena, New
Inclusive.
'
.
Register Mexico on the 26th
'
".
day of June 1922.
Signed
Claimant names as witnesses:
P.
Gable
Thrmas
T6 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Sid Mathers Jack Mathors L. B.
State Game and Fieh Warden
I. Louis Jones, have bought Moore N. A.
Biggers of Greens Gap
of Mrs. S. M.Kitt, The Glen wood New Mexico
Nemecia Ascarate
BUNTON & MADDEN
to- - pay all
is
and
she
Store
Cash
Register.
Lawyers
OFFICES
outstanding depta.
MAGDALENA
lOCORRO
Louis Jones.
Wilson Bldg.
Fitch Bldg.
Fractic In all th Court

Ladies' Spring Hats
Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits
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